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ABSTRACT 

Given the continuous challenge of improving the quality of students’ learning of mathematics at 

the school level, and the consensus on the impact that teaching practices have on student 

learning, several countries have incorporated the development of assessments to directly 

influence teaching practices, known as formative assessments. However, this response has faced 

challenges, such as the need for more evidence about which particular formative assessment 

strategies may be beneficial for the learning of both students and teachers.   

Accordingly, this research is focused on providing evidence about teachers’ opinions from their 

experience as users of a particular formative assessment, the ‘Specific Mathematics Assessments 

that Reveal Thinking’ also known as the Smart Test System, developed at The University of 

Melbourne. The research aims to answer three fundamental questions. First, how do teachers 

perceive the quality of the Smart Tests items and the diagnosis provided from the Smart Test 

System? Second, to what extent, and how, do teachers utilize the information provided by the 

Smart Test System to change their teaching? Thirdly, to what extent, and how, do teachers report 

on their learning from their use of the Smart Test System? A mixed methodology approach was 

utilized according to the research questions, and an on-line self-administered survey was used as 

the method of data collection.  

The findings suggest that a majority of teachers who participated in this study have had a 

positive experience as users of the Smart Test System. Along with reporting that the Smart Tests 

items and the diagnosis provided are of high quality, many teachers mention formative uses of 

the Smart Test System. These uses mainly correspond to adjusting their planning and 

differentiation of their practices according to students’ needs. Almost all teachers in this 

study stated that they have learnt something from the Smart Test System.  

The findings of this study provide some understanding about how the Smart Test System fulfils 

its formative purposes. The results contribute to determining teachers’ opinions about the scope 

and the ways that they use the Smart Test System to adjust their practices. The results also 

identify some challenges that could be attended to in order to maximize the potential benefit 

from the use of the Smart Test System, and which can be considered to develop further formative 

assessment initiatives. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

The field of educational assessment has undergone significant development due to its relevance 

to the continuous challenge of improving the quality of students’ learning at the school level. 

Different assessment models have been progressively incorporated by educational systems 

throughout several countries (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 

[OECD], 2013). While the emphasis has been on implementing assessments for the purpose of 

accountability, there is also a growing interest in developing formative assessment (FA), which 

is focused on providing information to directly influence classroom practices. This FA model 

becomes particularly relevant when considering the current consensus regarding the powerful 

impact that teaching practices have on student learning (Darling-Hammond & Lieberman, 2012; 

Hattie, 2003). In this vein, FA has emerged as a growing field due to the opportunities it offers 

for achieving improvements in learning by supporting teaching adjustments according to 

identified student needs (OECD, 2013). However, the implementation of FA has been 

accompanied by diverse challenges at different levels, from the classroom to the state level. 

These challenges include the adherence to the FA purposes, resources and training issues, time 

constraints, and the achievement of a balanced use of summative assessments (SA) with 

accountability aims (Andrade & Cizec, 2010). There is little evidence of the extent to which 

particular FA initiatives have been successful tools for the learning of both students and teachers. 

This research will explore this topic by focussing on teachers’ experiences related to a particular 

assessment that is guided by formative purposes.  

The FA that is the focus of this study is the ‘Specific Mathematics Assessments that Reveal 

Thinking’, also known as the Smart Tests System (STS). This system has been developed by 

academics from the Graduate School of Education at The University of Melbourne since 2008. It 

is expected that teachers utilize this system at the time of initiating a new learning topic, in this 

way attaining an accurate diagnosis about students’ needs before they teach the topic.  The STS 

is conceived as a system in so far as it offers not only the Smart Tests (ST), but also a diagnosis 

that includes a description of students’ misunderstandings, pedagogical suggestions, and a model 

to understand the development of students’ mathematical thinking. From this diagnosis, the STS 

is intended to improve students’ learning through teachers in two ways. Firstly, the information 

provided would allow teachers to adjust their practices according to the understanding gained of 
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their students’ needs. Secondly, teachers would increase their pedagogical content knowledge 

(PCK) by considering the diagnoses and the teacher guidance provided by the system. Appendix 

A provides an example of the kind of material offered by the STS, including ST items and some 

information provided to teachers from students’ results.  

The purpose of the present study focuses on exploring teachers’ views from their experience as 

users of the STS. In particular, this study aims to determine teachers’ opinions about the quality 

of the STS by assessing the items that compose the ST and the diagnosis provided. It also 

inquires into the scope and the ways that teachers use the information provided to adjust their 

practices, along with the learning gained by them from this experience. As result, the findings of 

this study will make a contribution to a better grasp how the STS is fulfilling its formative 

purposes. 

The remainder of this chapter outlines the research problem and questions that guide this study. 

It also presents definitions of key terms, a description of the significance of this study, and an 

overview of the research design and limitations. The chapter culminates by outlining the 

structure of this report.  

1.1 Research problem and questions 

This study explores an area of the STS which only a few have explored. Although the STS has 

undergone extensive development in terms of its coverage of topics and the resources for 

teachers, there is little evidence regarding teachers’ experiences as users of this initiative. Very 

little is known of teachers’ opinions about the quality of the STS, and to what extent they view 

the information provided as a tool that allows them to adjust their teaching, along with 

supporting them towards professional learning. In other words, the degree to which the STS 

fulfils its formative purpose in terms of impacting teachers’ practices and knowledge to improve 

students’ learning is unknown.  

In a broader sense, this study also focuses on a need related to the FA field. While there is a 

growing interest in the development of FA to directly influence teaching practices, there is little 

evidence about which particular FA strategies may be successful for the learning of both teachers 
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and students (Andrade & Cizek, 2010). This research therefore explores this topic by focusing on 

teachers’ experiences related to a particular assessment that is guided by formative purposes.  

1.2 Key terminology 

There are some key terms that are present throughout this study and which are relevant to define 

in order to clarify the frame of the research topic and questions. Part of this frame is composed 

by the terms formative assessment (FA), Smart Test System (STS) and Pedagogical Content 

Knowledge (PCK). These are outlined in this section and further developed as part of the 

literature review (refer Chapter 2), which is focused on other related terms and topics such as 

educational assessments, the uses of the information that these  provide, and in particular how 

these have been linked to teacher professional development (TPD).    

The FA term is used to distinguish a type of educational assessment that is directly oriented to 

inform teaching for better attending to students’ needs. It emerged to differentiate this from those 

assessment practices that report on students’ achievements at the end of a period of instruction, 

which have been called summative assessment (SA) (Scriven, 1967). The literature offers diverse 

definitions of FA, which have been broadly linked to research since the 1990s (Shute, 2008; 

Looney, 2005; Black, Harrison, Lee, Marshall & Wiliam, 2004). Although the definitions 

underline different elements of FA, the description of the purpose of this assessment is shared by 

all of them, which is what specifically differentiates it from SA.  FA has been also called an 

assessment for learning due to its aim to provide diagnostic information at the beginning of a 

period of instruction in order to support teachers to decide on and adjust the next instructional 

practice. In doing so, FA intends to provide evidence for improving students’ learning (Wiliam, 

2011). Black and Wiliam (1998) specify that an assessment is effectively formative when the 

information provided is actually used to inform teachers’ decision-making. Thus, this assessment 

is directly interconnected with pedagogy and curriculum.  

FA is the conceptual framework from which the STS has emerged, having guided its 

development according to its formative intentions. This initiative aims to improve the students’ 

learning in mathematics by providing diagnostic information to teachers in order to allow them 

to adjust their practices when they are starting to teach a new topic. The STS also expects to 
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improve teachers’ PCK from the understanding gained about the students’ mathematical thinking 

that is revealed from the use of the STS (Steinle & Stacey, 2012).   

The STS has been conceived not only as an assessment, but also as a system. It offers 60 STs, 

which are mainly based on research evidence, in various topics covering the mathematics 

curriculum of primary and secondary school education. Each ST provides diagnosis information, 

including a list of common misconceptions related to responses patterns, the description of 

developmental stages of understanding, and teaching suggestions to attend to detected students’ 

needs (Stacey, Price, Steinle, Chick & Gvozdenko, 2009). The STS is accessed through an on-

line environment, making available to teachers a set of resources that can be selected and used 

according to their needs. 

PCK refers to teachers’ knowledge about students’ thinking regarding what they are learning, 

and has been related to learning improvements. PCK also includes the knowledge about how to 

recognise, anticipate and attend to students’ understanding and misunderstanding related to 

specific subject matter (Shulman, 1987). Major advances on the study of PCK related to 

mathematics and science education have been made by focussing on gathering empirical 

evidence about the ways students solve problems and the common mistakes they make when 

they are learning particular topics. Current research has demonstrated the influence that teachers 

have on students’ learning in mathematics when they have this PCK. However, the evidence 

provided by research about PCK related to mathematics is not necessarily known enough by 

teachers (Stacey, 2013; Baumert et al., 2010). 

1.3 Significance of the study  

This study provides evidence about teachers’ views regarding how a specific assessment 

initiative with formative purposes supports them in facing student’ needs in mathematics. 

Considering that any assessment can be used in an independent manner from its original 

purposes, it is necessary to know teachers’ experiences as users of the STS in order to know how 

it is fulfilling its original purposes. This includes gathering data related to teachers’ opinions 

about the quality of the components of the STS, which is a factor that can facilitate or hinder the 

formative use of the information and resources provided by the STS. Additionally, knowing 
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teachers’ opinions about the uses and learning from the STS is central to understanding the 

nature of the benefits that are experienced by them, and also considering how these could be 

maximized. Doing this appears as a first step in knowing how the STS may contribute to 

improvement of students’ learning, and it is a path to contribute to the development of 

knowledge about the FA field in a broader sense.  

This study is also guided by the need for collecting evidence about the extent and ways that an 

innovative FA strategy contributes to teachers’ professional development (TPD) from the 

teachers’ point of view. Taking into account the powerful influence of teaching practices on 

students’ learning (Hattie, 2003), it is necessary to continuously support teachers with 

meaningful chances for professional development. Although diverse models of TPD have been 

developed as part of school improvement programs during previous decades, these have not 

always been able to grasp the desired teaching improvements (Andreas, 2012). One explanation 

for this is that the TPD initiatives are usually programs designed without specific connection to a 

teacher’s daily needs, during which they tend to be invited to adopt a relatively passive role as 

implementers of initiatives that have been externally designed (Krichesky & Murillo, 2011). In 

this context, the STS appears as an alternative which offers interesting new opportunities to 

contribute to TPD.  

Although the STS corresponds to an external assessment in the sense that its design, and the 

responsibility of the assessment process is mainly situated outside school, it allows teachers to 

use it according to their needs for gathering evidence to inform their practices. The diagnosis and 

the pedagogical resources provided by the STS offers the chance of achieving the goal of having 

teachers’ learning integrated into their teaching practices. This has been stated as a condition to 

promote the use of assessment data as a tool for improving teaching practices (Timperley, 2009). 

Gaining knowledge from teachers’ voices of the uses and learning promoted by the STS is a 

significant way to progress towards maximizing the potential benefits of using the STS as a TPD 

strategy.  

1.4 Research design and limitations 

The study is framed on a mixed methodology approach due to the nature of the research 

questions (Creswell, 2012). This methodology allows combining quantitative and qualitative 
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approaches and methods. On the one hand, the quantitative approach enables it to provide a 

measure of teachers’ opinions about the quality of the ST items and the diagnosis provided, 

along with knowing to what extent teachers use the information provided by the STS. On the 

other hand, the qualitative approach permits the gathering of evidence about the how and what of 

the research questions. The method of data collection corresponds to an on-line self-administered 

survey, which allows collecting evidence from teachers’ points of view. The survey was 

previously designed and administered by the STS creators. It consists of a combination of 38 

closed-ended and open-ended questions organized into seven sections. The data collection was 

carried out from early 2010 to mid-2013, and gathered data from 244 completed surveys that 

were stored on the STS server and downloaded as an Excel file.  

The research limitations are mainly related to the sample of participants and the methods of data 

collection. Teachers who answered the survey did it as a pre-condition to be able to have access 

to another ST. This could imply that the sample corresponds to those teachers who had a prior 

satisfactory experience as users of the STS and so wanted further access, which is a reason not to 

generalize the results to all of the population of STS users. Regarding the methods for data 

collection, the initial study design also included conducting face-to-face interviews with teachers 

in order to gather in-depth data for enriching the information collected through the surveys, and 

for triangulating the sources of data. However, potential participants were not available to be 

interviewed, since they did not reply to the invitation extended in several opportunities.  

 1.5 Format of the thesis 

This thesis report is organized into five chapters. The following chapter presents the literature 

review that frames this study. Chapter 3 details the research design, including a description of the 

rationale for the use of the selected methodology, the method of data collection, the participants, 

and the data analysis. This chapter also reports the research limitations, the actions developed for 

ensuring the trustworthiness, and the ethical considerations that were addressed through the 

development of this study. Chapter 4 reveals the findings of this study, by combining the 

quantitative and qualitative evidence, and is organized according to the research questions. 

Chapter 5 reports the conclusions of this study, including a summary of major findings, a 
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discussion of them, and advice for the STS creators and recommendations for further research on 

the topic that guides this study.  
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides a review and outline of the literature that frames this study. It begins by 

presenting an overview about educational assessment and offering some definitions based on 

assessment purposes. The focus is on the distinction between summative assessment (SA) and 

formative assessment (FA), and the tension among them described in the literature. The 

subsequent section is about the potential uses of assessment information and some of the factors 

that can influence it. This topic is later linked to teachers’ professional development (TPD) as a 

way for supporting teaching practices. At this point, a model of TPD is described based on the 

formative use of assessment data. The next section explains FA in more details by reviewing the 

development of the concept, categorizing the ways in which it can be implemented, and the 

knowledge that teachers require to do so. This section culminates by reviewing some research 

findings related to FA’s relation to students’ learning, and particular research concerns and 

challenges about this topic. Then, pedagogical content knowledge (PCK), which is connected to 

mathematical education and TPD, is defined. Finally, this chapter concludes by presenting the 

Smart Test System (STS), which is the FA strategy that guides this research, and which is based 

on the topics previously mentioned.  

2.2 Educational assessment 

Assessment has always been a central part of educational processes, which entails obtaining 

information and making decisions. A traditional use of assessments has been linked to the 

premise that teachers require knowing to what extent their instructional activities have resulted in 

the expected students’ learning, and according to this information adapting and planning 

subsequent pedagogical practices. Educational assessment refers to “…the process of gathering, 

interpreting and using evidence to make judgments about students' achievements in education” 

(Harlen, 2007, p.11). Educational assessment can be also understood as a system that implicates 
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several decisions including the definition of its purposes, what is the suitable evidence to gather, 

how and who collects it, and how to analyse the gathered information, communicate and make 

use of it. These decisions shape the nature and development of each specific assessment.  

The definition of the purpose of any educational assessment is central in terms of its design and 

the potential uses of the information it provides. Taking into account the purposes, educational 

assessments can be distinguished between those that have been named as SA and FA (Scriven, 

1967). The SA provides a measure of what students have learnt by reporting their achievements 

at a specific time, for example, at the end of a unit of work, in order to certify the achievements 

of predefined learning goals. The results from SA are not necessarily used to take decisions for 

improvements in teaching and learning strategies. Conversely, FA provides information to 

directly influence and adjust the teaching and learning process according to students’ needs (FA 

is a term that will be developed further on Section 2.5). The assessment purpose is the attribute 

that makes it possible to distinguish the crucial difference between diverse educational 

assessments (Wiliam, 2011). In fact, the same assessment instrument, such as a large scale test or 

a portfolio, can be used to serve formative or summative purposes. This means that the same 

evidence gathered can be potentially used for both purposes according to the interests of its 

designers and all the agents involved in its implementation.  

While teachers usually undertake SA at a classroom level, this kind of assessment has 

extensively gained visibility due to its use by national educational systems for accountability 

purposes as part of their educational reform efforts. The decision to make educational systems, 

schools and teachers accountable for students’ learning has resulted in SA being developed as 

large scale testing, and this has not been without controversy. This option is based on the 

assumption that the information provided by these tests would support suitable decision-making 

to better address students’ educational needs, and to promote high quality teaching practices to 

reach the expected improvements (Darling-Hammond, 2005). Accountability intends to also 

create incentives for promoting the improvement of students’ performance by making school 

agents responsible for them (OECD, 2013). However, receiving information from these kinds of 

assessments does not ensure that it is necessarily used for making decisions focussed on 

promoting learning improvements. The international experience on this kind of assessment 

suggests that there are some non-desired consequences from its uses, which are related to 
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teaching and curriculum. In this sense, some authors have advised that the pressure for obtaining 

high scores on testing stimulates schools and teachers to narrow the curriculum according to 

what is being assessed by the tests, which implies that teaching time tends to be focussed on 

preparing students for the tests to the detriment of achieving broader learning according to the 

curriculum (OECD, 2013; Looney, 2011; Darling-Hammond & Rustique-Forrester, 2005; 

Wiliam, 2003). Additionally, it has been stated that these tests are usually unable to provide 

detailed information about specific and individual student’s needs, and the information that these 

provide are not frequently delivered in a timely manner to enable teaching adjustments (Heritage, 

2007).  

Taking into account the potential limitations of the extended use of SA exposed above, there is a 

growing interest on promoting assessments with formative purposes at policy and school levels. 

This interest has been guided by the need to identify “areas for improvement and to promote 

constructive cultures of evaluation throughout education systems” (OECD, 2005, p.1). 

Considering that teachers tend to associate SA with something external to their daily practices 

due to the pressure linked to the tendency towards accountability, FA offers the opportunity of 

appearing to be something that can contribute directly to instruction practices (Heritage, 2007). 

Several countries at a policy level have included its promotion by encouraging the development 

of teachers’ and school leaders’ FA competencies, and providing guidelines to systematically 

include FA as a classroom practice (Looney, 2011). Nevertheless, various authors have pointed 

out the need of overcoming the tension between SA and FA by finding a balance in using both 

kinds of assessments in order to gain the benefits of an integrated and coherent assessment 

system (Looney, 2011; Darling-Hammond, 2010; Wiliam, 2011). 

Another relevant educational assessment distinction is about where the design and responsibility 

of the assessment process is situated; which implies that the assessors can be from inside or 

outside the organisation or program that is experiencing the assessment. This distinction has been 

called internal and external assessment, both of which can be used in a formative or summative 

way (OECD, 2013). The internal assessments at school level are usually conducted by teachers 

in collaboration with students as part of the regular classroom activities, during the development 

of a unit of work, or at the end of a specific period of instruction. The external assessments tend 

to correspond to standardised assessments that are applied in some schools and classrooms or to 
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a full student cohort. The internal assessment has been linked to the improvement of decision-

making processes and school empowerment in terms of increasing the autonomy of the 

organization. Other advantages of this kind of assessment are related to the development of 

teachers’ assessment capacities, the valuable contextual knowledge that teachers have to make 

more sense of the information gathered by the assessments, and that these assessments are less 

threatening to the student being assessed  (Nevo, 2001). However, belonging to the school can be 

the source of some assessment weaknesses that can be resolved by external assessments. In this 

sense, external assessors tend to have more credibility due to their wider perspective, and they 

can provide comparative information and national standards. Both kinds of assessments tend to 

coexist and be developed in a mixed way, which can maximize the benefits by validating each 

other and enriching the gathered information.  

2.3 Uses of assessment information 

Regarding the potential uses of the information provided by assessments, these can be multiple 

and independent from the original assessment purposes. In order to be used the information 

requires first to become knowledge, which implies an interpretation process that depends on the 

personal and contextual characteristics of the assessment users and the organizations of which 

they are a part (Hein & Taut, 2010). The various possible interpretations results in multiple 

potential uses of the assessment information. These uses can be linked to the traditional 

distinction of the uses of evaluative information as instrumental, conceptual or symbolic (Weiss, 

1998; Rich, 1977).  Instrumental use refers to the use of information to directly make decisions. 

This kind of use is common when the information provided is non-controversial and when it 

suggests changes that are part of the personal and organizational resources or when there is a 

crisis that demands action to overcome it (Weiss, 1998). Conceptual use is related to increasing 

people’s understanding about what is assessed but not to necessarily generate direct action. 

Conversely, symbolic use is only to confirm or validate a previous decision without using the 

information provided, or just using it to enrich the reputation of the organization or specific 

individual. From these distinctions it is possible to state that instrumental use is just one 

possibility among others, which is important for assessors to keep in mind.  
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There are several factors that can facilitate or hinder the use of the assessment data at school 

level. One factor is related to the teachers’ knowledge about assessment in general and the 

interpretation of quantitative data in particular (OECD, 2013). Nowadays, teachers are asked to 

produce and use quantitative assessment data under the supposition that they know how to do it. 

However, many teachers experience difficulties analysing and making sense of statistical 

information (Chick & Pierce, 2013). The use of assessment data also depends on the element of 

school culture regarding the extent to which teachers and principals have been able to create a 

shared language about learning and teaching aims, and an understanding of the assessment 

purposes in reaching these aims. This has been called a culture of evaluation, which is strong 

when “teachers and school leaders use information to generate new knowledge on what works 

and why, share their knowledge with colleagues, and build their ability to address a greater range 

of their students’ learning needs” (OECD, 2005, p.25). In the case of external assessments, their 

introduction usually encounters teachers’ resistance to engage in them as an attitude to preserve 

the status quo, which can hamper the use of the assessment results. The resistance can come from 

a lack of knowledge or disagreements regarding the technical characteristics of the assessment, 

the broad context in which the assessment is undertaken, and personal and group values and 

characteristics (Taut & Brauns, 2003). Such resistance has also been linked to previous 

assessment experiences and the negative consequences from them (Donaldson, Gooler & 

Scriven, 2002).   

The use of assessment data by teachers depends also on the quality of the information provided 

or the feedback that teachers receive. The information needs to be available in a timely manner, 

connected to the potential instructional consequences by being domain-specific, and provide 

detailed information about the nature of students’ mistakes on the assessments, as well as what 

the steps are to improve further (Wiliam, 2011; Hattie & Timperley, 2007). Conversely, the use 

can be hampered if teachers perceive that the information does not make sense due to it being 

vague and global. This information might also be lacking an instrumental component, which 

makes teachers’ task of interpreting and using it in the classroom difficult. The feedback should 

be task-oriented enough in order to provide useful information to improve, and using a 

descriptive language that avoid make judgments that prompt defensive reactions from teachers 

(Scheerens, 2004).   
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Timperley (2011) recognizes several conditions as requirements to allow teachers to improve 

their practices as a result of the use of assessment data. Firstly, the data require to be aligned with 

relevant curriculum information. Secondly, teachers need to know how to interpret the data from 

every specific assessment and require suitable PCK that allows them to adjust their teaching 

practices. Finally, it requires the support and involvement of school leaders on the understanding 

of assessment data, and on promoting changes in classrooms practices. 

The uses given to the information provided by an assessment are not a direct consequence of its 

initial purposes, but rather actions related to diverse factors. Thus, the potential uses of 

assessment data are the result of the interaction between teachers, school and technical 

assessment features.  This means that the introduction of information by an assessment is just 

one step to reach its purposes. 

2.4 The use of assessment data and teachers’ professional development  

Timperley (2009) stated that the availability of evidence from assessments is a valuable source 

for making teachers responsive to students’ learning needs, but this alone is not sufficient to 

inform and improve teaching practices. In general terms, for teachers’ development it is 

necessary to promote a change “from perceiving assessment information as something separate 

from teaching and learning processes to seeing the information as an integral part of it for both 

themselves and their students” (Timperley, 2011, p.1). This is a medium term process that could 

take at least one year, since it usually implies modifying prior beliefs about assessment purposes. 

Teachers usually need to develop a new approach to using assessment data or otherwise they will 

dismiss the potential uses of this data. In this sense, teachers frequently need to be persuaded that 

assessment data is much more than for accountability purposes (Heritage, 2007). These changes 

assume that teachers’ are engaged in “systematic evidence-informed cycles of inquiry that builds 

the relevant knowledge and skills” (Timperley, 2009, p. 21). These cycles are basically iterative 

processes of making meaning, including several analyses and the collection of complementary 

information. Therefore, the improvement of teachers’ practices requires that learning processes 

are supported on a continuous TPD (OECD, 2013). 
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From the analysis of international evidence and a professional development program developed 

in more than 300 schools from New Zealand, Timperley (2009) proposed a model of TPD cycle 

based on the use of assessment data that has been linked with the improvement of students’ 

achievements. This TPD cycle is a collaborative work among teachers that starts by recognizing 

the gap between what students know and what they need to know according to the curriculum 

requirements. Although it is usually presumed that teachers should know how to confront the 

learning gap, they may not necessarily know how to interpret assessment data or how to use it to 

adjust their teaching practices. This is dealt with in the second phase of the cycle, which is 

formative in so far as it “requires teachers to ask, with the help of relevant experts, what 

knowledge and skills they need to address students’ identified needs” (Timperley, 2009, p.22). 

The third phase is focused on deepening professional knowledge and on refining teachers’ skills. 

This process requires links to specific teaching activities, consideration of  how several groups of 

students respond to them, and what the students are in fact learning. Teachers also need to 

integrate their knowledge into practice in order to achieve teaching improvements. This 

presupposes an understanding of the suitable curriculum, content and pedagogical knowledge. 

Teachers require diverse opportunities to put into practice and analyse the impact of any new 

understanding and learning from the use of assessments. Finally, the cycle culminates by 

assessing the results of the teaching adjustments, which can include the adoption of diverse 

assessment methods. The implementation of this cycle acknowledges that teachers need support 

to engage in this inquiry and a knowledge building process in order to effectively use 

assessments to improve students’ learning throughout TPD.  

The formative use of assessment data linked to TPD has been highlighted due to its potential to 

directly connect assessment with teaching (Griffin, 2009; Heritage, 2007). The evidence 

provided by assessments allows the analysis of teaching practices and students’ learning in order 

to differentiate groups of students according their learning styles and needs. This implies that 

teachers need to identify suitable intervention strategies and resources, which is a task that is 

enriched by the support of professional learning teams. Teachers need to discuss with their peers 

the meaning of the data, their personal theories about this data, examine diverse teaching 

strategies, assess the learning results, and seek reinforcement from each other (Griffin, 2009).   
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2.5 Formative assessment  

The term FA was originally used as part of the evaluation field during the 1960s (Scriven 1967, 

Bloom, 1968) and has been broadly defined and researched since the 1990s (Shute, 2008; 

Looney, 2005; Black et al., 2004). Although all the definitions recognize potential benefits of 

these assessments on students’ learning, which one is adopted implies different consequences for 

teaching practices and educative research in this field. Some FA definitions are presented below 

to culminate with the one offered by Black and Wiliam (2009), which integrated several 

elements proposed by different authors. Also, they have explored some of the benefits, usual 

implementation difficulties, and considerations to maximize the effect of FA from the learning 

gained by research on this topic. 

The introduction of the concept of FA acknowledged that the use of assessment data and 

instructional practices needed to be interconnected in order to improve students’ learning 

(Wiliam, 2011). Firstly, Scriven (1967) adopted the term FA in the context of curriculum and 

educative program assessment to distinguish those practices that have a different nature from the 

summative ones. Secondly, Bloom (1968) distinguished the purposes of FA by linking it with 

diagnosis and supporting teaching decisions and aims. Thus, FA was understood as an 

assessment practice that provides information during the process of teaching and learning that 

can be used by teachers to grasp better instructional practices. This purpose was articulated by 

recognizing that the prescription of a planned instruction was not a sufficient condition to 

guarantee the expected learning by students. This assumption demanded attention on learning 

processes and how these can inform teaching, which was the challenge assigned to FA. Black 

and Wiliam (1998) complemented the previous definitions of FA by underlining its impact on 

teaching practices. These authors stated that an assessment “becomes formative assessment when 

the evidence is actually used to adapt the teaching to meet student needs” (p. 82), which places it 

at the centre of teaching and pedagogy. 

The active consideration of students in the assessment activities is another element that is 

frequently referred to in the several definitions of FA. Black and Wiliam (1998) referred to the 

relevance of the provision of feedback to students in order to promote their self-direction on 

learning. Chappuis and Stiggins (2008) stated that a characteristic of FA is that students are 

purposely involved in the complete assessment process. In doing so, it is proposed that students 
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require information to understand the assessment criteria, receive feedback that allows them to 

know how to improve, and take part in their own assessment.  

The frequency of the assessment implementation and the characteristics of the information 

provided by it, have also been considered in some definitions of FA. On the one hand, Looney 

(2005), from a report prepared for the OECD, defined FA as follows: “frequent, interactive 

assessments of student, progress and understanding to identify learning needs and adjust teaching 

appropriately” (p.21). Additionally, Shepard (2008) argued that “what makes formative 

assessment formative is that it is immediately used to make adjustments so as to form new 

learning” (p. 281). On the other hand, Kahl (2005) pointed out that FA allows teachers to 

identify students’ mistakes and misconceptions while a particular topic is being taught. The 

information provided becomes more useful if it is linked to the description of learning 

progressions in order to allow understanding where the student is regarding desired goals, and 

what is the learning sequence to reach a specific knowledge (Griffin, 2009; Heritage, 2007).  

For the purpose of providing an inclusive definition of FA, Black and Wiliam (2009) offered a 

new definition which is adopted in the scope of this research. They state that an assessment is 

formative when  

the evidence about student achievement is elicited, interpreted, and used by teachers, 

learners, or their peers, to make decisions about the next steps in instruction that are 

likely to be better, or better founded, than the decisions they would have taken in the 

absence of the evidence that was elicited (p. 9). 

The authors of this definition explained some key points for a better understanding and 

delimitation of FA (Black & Wiliam, 2009). Firstly, any one of the involved agents can develop 

actions from the information that the assessment provides. Secondly, the definition implies that 

FA is not only about intentions but also about making decisions regarding teaching for 

improving learning. However, this does not necessarily imply that the decisions made results in 

learning due to these since the students are not always predictable. Thirdly, the expression ‘next 

steps in instruction’ refers to teaching and learning at the same time. Additionally, the idea of 

making better decisions from the information collected is something that is desirable but not 

necessarily confirmable. Finally, the possibility of better founded decisions implies that 
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sometimes, from the assessment results, the best decision to face the next step of instruction is 

doing exactly what was expected to be done before the assessment.  

Heritage (2007) stated that there is specific knowledge that teachers require in order to fruitfully 

use FA. Firstly, teachers need domain knowledge which includes concepts, knowledge and the 

skills regarding what is being taught, and what performances reflect the learning achievements. 

This knowledge allows teachers to define learning progressions that are the basis to guide 

teaching and assessment. Teachers also require an understanding of students’ motivational 

beliefs and metacognition, and how these can impact on their learning. Secondly, teachers 

require PCK in order to be able to effectively adjust their teaching to their students’ needs. This 

knowledge “must include familiarity with multiple models of teaching for student achievement 

in a specific domain and knowledge of which model of teaching is appropriate for what purpose” 

(p.143) and for what students’ needs, which require differentiated teaching strategies. Teachers 

also need knowledge about students’ previous learning, which includes recognition of the level 

of knowledge, skills, attitudes, and language proficiency related to a particular content or 

domain. Further knowledge about FA itself is also required by teachers, including the variety of 

potential strategies to gather information and an understanding about its consequences.  

Regarding the evidence collected by previous research about the benefits on students’ learning 

from the implementation of FA, there are two seminal studies that support its use: Black and 

Wiliam (1998) and Looney (2005). On the one hand, Black and Wiliam (1998) concluded, from 

a review of 250 reports in the field, that “innovations that include strengthening the practice of 

formative assessment produce significant and often substantial learning gains” (p. 83). 

Additionally, the authors also recognised a differentiated benefit in favour of low achievers, 

since FA allows teachers to focus on specific detected difficulties. On the other hand, Looney 

(2005), from research of the FA experiences in eight countries that promoted them as an 

approach of educative reforms (Australia, Canada, Denmark, England, Finland, Italy, New 

Zealand and Scotland), supported the Black and Wiliam (1998) findings. The author highlighted 

that the benefits gained, from the use of FA, on students’ outcomes are among the most powerful 

that have been reported by educational interventions so far. In addition they reported that 

students’ learning skills developed as a result of the teaching and learning process, involving 
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students in the assessment process, and supporting them to understand their own learning. 

Looney (2005) also found that retention and attendance improved. 

Although the use of FA to facilitate students’ learning can be stated as a general agreement, 

certain research concerns and challenges have been suggested by several authors (Wiliam, 2011; 

Bennets, 2009; Dunn & Mulvenon, 2009). One concern is related to the validity of the broad 

effect size of FA on students’ learning, as declared by the studies developed by Black and 

Wiliams (1998). In this regard, Bennets (2009) and Wiliam (2011) suggest that FA has been 

studied under several definitions that do not necessarily denote a precise set of assessment 

practices. Therefore, it is not always clear exactly what FA practices are and how these could 

have resulted in improvements to students’ learning achievements (Shepard, 2009). Additionally, 

the effects of FA can also vary according to the students’ characteristics, and therefore some FA 

practices can be more effective for some subgroups of students than others (Bennets, 2009; Dunn 

& Mulvenon, 2009). Research on this field faces challenges related to recognising several 

manifestations of FA in diverse contexts in order to develop models about how these practices 

impact students’ learning.  

2.6 Pedagogical content knowledge  

PCK emerges from the interest in understanding teachers’ cognition and its relation to students’ 

learning. PCK refers to the teachers’ knowledge about students’ thinking, their understanding 

and misunderstanding about what they are learning, how to recognize and anticipate them, and 

how to face them (Shulman, 1987). This “means to understand one’s subject matter for the 

purpose of teaching it to others” (Grossman, Schoenfeld & Lee, 2007, p. 207). PCK is specific to 

the subject being taught, and it is the result of the integration of knowledge of content, students, 

teaching and curriculum (Gess-Newsome & Lederman, 2001). Thus, PCK emphasizes the 

relevance of understanding students’ thinking as part of the required teacher knowledge to 

achieve students’ learning.   

Although the study of PCK has progressively gained interest due to its relation to learning 

improvements, it has been developed slowly and linked to teaching practices. Hill, Ball and 

Schilling (2008) stated that PCK has been connected to effective teaching and the improvement 
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of students’ learning, but its descriptions tend to still be general and underspecified in terms of 

what specific knowledge is included in this domain. The major advances regarding PCK 

conceptualizations have been related to mathematics and science education, which is based on 

empirical evidence about students’ thinking. This is focused on understanding the common ways 

that students solve problems and the common mistakes made when they are learning specific 

topics. From this knowledge, current studies have demonstrated the influence of teachers’ PCK 

on students’ learning improvements in mathematics (Stacey, 2013; Baumert et al., 2010). Stacey 

(2013) stated that the research on students’ mathematical thinking has accumulated valuable 

knowledge, but this has not been sufficiently put into practice in classrooms. It is necessary to 

continue conducting research on PCK and making this knowledge accessible to teachers.  

Teachers develop PCK through their experience and professional education, which is a process 

that comprises the use of tools that help them to know how to look for and face students’ 

thinking in order to progress their learning. Through the experience of teaching, teachers have 

the opportunity to identify students’ patterns of answers according to specific topics. However, 

grasping this information requires knowing how to access students’ thinking. Wiliam (2007) 

emphasised the role of questioning as a tool to get a “window into thinking”, which is a difficult 

task as finding the right questions to ask is not always easy, and this is not usually considered to 

be an important part of teaching. Teachers have the opportunity to constantly access students’ 

conceptions and beliefs about their previous learning though questioning, which can show 

misconceptions that need to be pedagogically faced. Teachers can also develop PCK through 

pre-service and in-service professional education, which is focussed on knowing expected 

patterns of students’ responses according to the research finding on this topic, how to guide them 

and then to move to more advanced levels of understanding (Grossman & Schoenfeld, 2007). 

2.7 The Smart Test System
1
 

Developed since 2008 at The University of Melbourne by Professor Kaye Stacey, Associate 

Professor Helen Chick, Dr Vicki Steinle, Ms Beth Price and Dr Eugene Gvozdenko, the STS is 

an on-line assessment system for improving the learning of school students’ mathematics which 

can be identified as a FA strategy. Currently, about 1700 student tests are being processed each 

                                                           
1
 Appendix A offers an example of the STS, including some ST items and the diagnosis information provided.  
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month on the STS. The STS is based on the design of 60 carefully designed Smart Tests (ST) 

that are administered on-line. After students submit their responses to a test teachers immediately 

have access to information about the student’s conceptual understanding in one mathematical 

topic and pedagogical suggestions to address the diagnosed students’ needs. The formative 

nature of the STS is fundamentally based on its intentions. It is expected that teachers use a ST 

before they begin to teach a new topic in order to enhance their own understanding about the 

needs of their students, and from this, make pedagogical decisions to improve students’ learning 

(Steinle & Stacey, 2012). Accordingly, this initiative concurrently provides information about 

teaching mathematics and about students’ learning progress. 

Based on research, the ST covers mathematics curricula topics from primary and secondary 

school education that are designed for an easy and quick implementation.  These are focussed on 

different aspects with number, algebra, measurement, geometry, statistics and probability. The 

understanding of the topics covered and the information provided by the STS are the result of 

research conducted around the world during the last three decades, which implies that the system 

brings the knowledge provided by previous research into the teachers’ hands and classrooms. In 

terms of the administration of a ST, teachers can choose one according to the topic that they are 

working with. The ST are answered on-line at school or at home in 5 to 10 minutes, and the 

students’ responses are automatically marked (Stacey, Price, Gvozdenko & Steinle, 2013).    

The STS is focussed on offering diagnosis information about the stage of understanding, and the 

presence of misconceptions on the performance of each student.  The students’ diagnoses are 

presented not only in terms of what they know about the assessed topic, but also in terms of the 

mathematical thinking that is at the basis of the pattern of responses that express a particular 

level of understanding.  Additionally, there is also a list of common misconceptions linked to the 

reported patterns of responses, which correspond to incomplete or incorrect understandings that 

predict specific mistakes (Stacey, Price, Steinle, Chick & Gvozdenko, 2009). Teachers also 

receive information to enhance their pedagogical practices in order to support them to advance to 

the next level of learning with their students. They are provided with teaching suggestions to 

address the diagnosed students’ learning needs, resources about students’ understanding, and the 

description of the developmental stages for learning according to the assessed topic. In other 

words, teachers are provided with knowledge about the level of students’ understanding, together 
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with tools to personalize their pedagogical practices according to the diagnosed development 

stages. It is intended that the information provided “will be concise enough to be readily useable 

by teachers, deep enough to make a real difference to lesson content, and linked to targeted 

teaching resources” (Steinle & Stacey, 2012, p.6721). 

The STS expects to impact on students’ learning through both a direct and an indirect way. On 

the one hand, the information provided assists teachers to modify their practices based on the 

understanding gained about the students’ mathematical thinking, and the frequent errors and 

misconceptions linked to a specific topic. On the other hand, and at the same time, those 

understandings gained represent an opportunity to increase teachers’ PCK. Limited PCK has 

been largely underlined by research literature as an important determinant of the students’ 

learning results (Stacey, Price, Steinle, Chick & Gvozdenko, 2009). With this in mind, Steinle 

and Stacey (2012) suggest that the STS gives the chance to reveal students’ thinking, presenting 

questions that illustrate conceptualizations, which are not easy to create and that it presents a 

valuable pedagogical resource and source of knowledge. The questions that reveal thinking can 

contribute to promote research and discussions between teachers and students in classrooms in 

order to facilitate the emergence of explanations and the elaboration of answers (Wiliam, 2007).   

There is some evidence that the STS fulfil their formative intentions. The STS corresponds to a 

kind of FA in terms of informing teachers about students’ knowledge in order to guide teaching 

close in time to the implementation of a ST. The information collected by the creators of the 

system about its uses, suggests that teachers tend to use the students’ diagnoses from the ST to 

identify groups of students in need of particular support, to confirm the students’ understanding 

levels, and to begin to teach a new topic on a more advanced point. Additionally, most teachers 

indicate that the information provided is used to adjust their lesson planning based on   the 

knowledge gained about where the students are at on the learning continuum. However, there is 

evidence that suggests that some teachers have difficulties in understanding how the students’ 

diagnoses can be used for teaching. Some teachers express their intentions to use this diagnostic 

information in their summative reports with accountability purposes, which suggest a desire to 

use the STS like SA (Steinle & Stacey, 2012). In regards to the increase of teachers’ PCK  from 

the use of the STS, most teachers indicate that they have learned something new by using it, but 
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there is no more evidence to suggest what they have specifically learnt, and what this meant for 

their daily teaching.  

It is important to state that while the literature about FA suggests that it should include high 

quality feedback for students to increase their learning, to date the creators of the STS have opted 

for providing information only to teachers: explaining that they are the agents “who would then 

take action to improve student learning, so the feedback about students’ mathematical thinking 

directly prompts teacher actions (rather than student actions) to improve student learning” 

(Steinle & Stacey, 2012, p. 6725). In addition, the students’ diagnoses provided are described in 

a ‘technical’ language that makes sense for teachers. This option seems to be supported by the 

teachers who use the STS. They have tended to express their agreement with it, according to the 

information collected by the creators of this system (Stacey & Steinle, 2012). 

2.8 Conclusion  

An overview of some of the literature that is relevant for this study was presented through this 

chapter. This allows a better understanding of the nature of the STS and the potential uses and 

challenges that this initiative faces, which are important to keep in mind through this research. 

From the review of educational assessment, it is possible to think that the benefits that teachers 

experience from the use of the STS would be influenced by the way they articulate the 

assessments that they implement in their daily activities. Regarding the distinction between 

internal and external assessments, although STS is externally designed, it can also be understood 

as an internal assessment since the teachers are those who select the tests and choose when these 

are implemented and under what conditions. Therefore, it is possible to think that teachers could 

perceive some of the advantages and disadvantages of both kinds of assessment as reported on 

the literature.   

In regard to the review of the uses of the assessment information, it is possible that teachers can 

use the information provided by the STS in several ways. This is expected by the STS designers, 

who at the same time look toward an instrumental and conceptual use of the information. In 

other words, it is expected that teachers use the information provided to make decisions for 

promoting students’ learning, and to improve their PCK related to the assessed topic. As in any 
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assessment, these and other potential uses will be influenced by personal and contextual 

characteristics, and by teachers’ perceptions about the quality of the information provided. The 

access to TPD instances about the use of assessment data is another potential source for defining 

the use of assessment data and the benefits to be derived from it, which according to the 

literature review can be strengthened by collaborative work among teachers. It is possible to 

anticipate that these and other elements will be part of teachers’ opinions about how they use the 

information provided by the STS, and how to maximize the potential benefits from these 

assessments.  

Considering the formative intentions of the STS, according to Black and Wiliam (2009) these 

can only be confirmed insofar as the data provided by the STS is effectively used to inform 

teaching for improving learning. This would not only depend on what has been outlined above, 

but also on teachers’ knowledge about FA, domain knowledge and PCK about what is been 

taught and assessed (Heritage, 2007). Teachers who participate in this study can provide valuable 

information to consider to what extent the STS is fulfilling its formative intentions, how it is 

contributing to enhance teaching, and what the challenges are that the STS could face in order to 

continue improving. 

The next chapter presents the selected methodological approach, the methods that guide this 

study, and some ethical issues that are considered through it. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents a description of the research design, including justification for the selected 

mixed approach, the method and procedures for collecting data, the description of participants, 

and the processes used for analysing the information. The research limitations and actions 

developed to ensure the trustworthiness throughout the research, along with the ethical 

procedures, are also outlined.  

3.2 Research questions 

This research is guided by the purpose of enhancing knowledge about teachers’ experiences as 

users of the Smart Test System (STS) from their point of view. Although the STS team has 

conducted a wide development of the coverage of topics and tests that are part of this 

assessment, little is known about teachers’ experiences using it, the diagnostic information 

received, the uses of this information, and the teachers’ learning from this experience.  This is 

valuable knowledge that can contribute to maximize the potential benefits associated with the 

uses of the STS. At the same time this research aims to contribute to the development of the 

formative assessment (FA) field by providing evidence about teachers’ opinions regarding the 

use of a particular FA strategy for teaching mathematics. The questions that guide this research 

are as follows: 

 How do teachers perceive the quality of the Smart Test (ST) and the diagnosis provided 

from the STS? 

 To what extent, and how, do teachers utilize the information provided by the STS to 

change their teaching? 

 To what extent, and how, do teachers report on their learning from the use of the STS? 
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3.3 Rationale for the use of mixed methodology 

The research design is framed on a mixed methodology due to the nature of the research 

questions and the opportunities that this offers to answer them. The selection of a methodology is 

what allows linking the research questions with suitable methods for planning the procedures to 

develop the study (O’Donoghue, 2007). The mixed methodology approach mixes quantitative 

and qualitative approaches and methods within research based on the assumption that the 

combination of both offers “a better understanding of the research problem and question than 

either method by itself” (Creswell, 2012, p.535).  In the context of this study, the quantitative 

approach allows providing a measure of teachers’ opinions about the quality of the test items and 

the diagnosis provided. This approach also allows quantifying to what extent teachers use the 

information provided for adjusting their teaching practices. The qualitative approach enables to 

answer the components of the research questions that are focused on the how and what of the 

topic under study. In doing this, this approach permits access to the meaning, beliefs and 

descriptions of people’s experiences within a specific context (Berg & Lune, 2012). The 

qualitative methodology allows in-depth analysis of detailed data, also from different points of 

views, which can emerge without being limited to predefined categories of analysis (Patton, 

2002). Thus, by mixing both methodologies as a framework in the context of this research, it is 

possible to gather complementary data in order to answer the research questions.    

The adoption of the mixed approach for this research is informed by pragmatism as the 

epistemological paradigm. Pragmatism overcomes the traditional dichotomy among quantitative 

and qualitative methods, which are usually linked to different philosophical assumptions 

(Wheeldon & Ahlberg, 2012). Pragmatism does not subscribe to a particular worldview, but to 

what works for attending specific researchers’ needs and purposes. This approach is focussed on 

where the researcher desires to go from the research questions, considering the practical 

consequences. Thus, pragmatism “opens the door to multiple methods, different worldviews, and 

different assumptions, as well as different forms of data collection and analysis” (Creswell, 2009, 

p. 28).  Although some criticisms have emerged towards pragmatism arguing that the adoption of 

what works can be theoretically disarticulated (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2011), this paradigm 

offers the possibility of answering research questions that require a combination of quantitative 

and qualitative methods. Considering the growing number of published journal articles based on 
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a mixed methodology framed on pragmatism (Plano Clark & Creswell 2008), it is possible to 

think that this paradigm is increasing in acceptance and recognition among the research 

community. 

There are different kinds of mixed method designs according to the combination of data 

collection and analyses. Specifically, this study is framed on a concurrent triangulation design.  

This concurrent design means that the qualitative and quantitative data is collected at the same 

time, and then integrated through the analysis and interpretation. The triangulation component 

implies that the study gathers both kinds of data to expand and validate results from each other 

(Plano Clark & Creswell 2008).  This study can be expressed as QUAN + QUAL by providing 

the same weight to both methods (Plano Clark & Creswell 2008), although some research 

questions are answered by privileging one of these sources of data as has been previously 

mentioned on this section.  The concurrent triangulation design offers some advantages, which 

are related to the possibility of providing a source for validating data, and a short time frame of 

data collection in comparison with other mixed method designs. This design also offers some 

challenges regarding the integration of data, especially when there are discrepancies in the data 

collection (Creswell, 2009).  

3.4 Method of data collection 

There are some assumptions that endorse the selection of the method of data collection in order 

to address the research questions that guide this study. The quality of the test items, the diagnosis 

provided from the use of the tests, the uses of this information to improve teaching, and the 

associated learning from this experience, are studied from a teachers’ point of view. This 

corresponds to a form of inquiry that assumes that teachers make their own decisions about how 

to change their practices according to their own thinking and beliefs (LeCompte, 2009). The 

teachers' view expressed through their opinions is a convenient way to explore the experience of 

teachers in the use of the STS.  

The selected method of data collection was an on-line self-administered survey previously 

designed by the creators of the STS. This method offers a series of advantages and disadvantages 

that have been stated by Cresswell (2012), and that are important to keep in mind in the context 
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of this study. The survey allows gathering of opinions from a large number of participants. The 

on-line administration allows access to participants who are geographically dispersed. The on-

line feature also takes advantage of the widespread use of the internet by people today. This 

method enables gathering quantitative and qualitative data at the same time and by the same 

instrument, which can then be easily available as a downloadable database. However, this 

method has some disadvantages that are important to keep in mind when the data is interpreted. 

On the one hand, a large number of participants can decide not to answer and reply to the survey, 

which raises doubts about the representativeness of the sample. Other participants can complete 

the survey in a partial way. On the other hand, the self-administered characteristic of this survey 

does not allow for explaining any individual survey questions, which can result in 

misinterpretations of some questions by the participants.   

The survey utilized in this study consists of 38 items, which correspond to closed-ended and 

open-ended questions organized in seven sections. These are summarised in Table 3.1 and the 

full survey is included in Appendix B. Section 1 of the survey asks for background data 

regarding the user of the STS, including name, school, the name of the test used and year level of 

the students completing the test. Section 2, a series of closed-ended dichotomous questions, asks 

about the previous use of a ST. Section 3 focuses on the quality of items in the ST. This section 

includes Likert-scale questions asking users to rate sentences through the options of ‘Agree’, 

‘Neutral’ and ‘Disagree’.  It also includes a question that asks about the frequency of students’ 

questions regarding the items on the ST. This section then inquires, through open-ended 

questions, for comments and suggestions related to the quality of the items of the ST. Next, 

Section 4 is centred on the provision of online diagnosis to teachers. This section consists of 

Likert-scale questions requiring answers by rating on a scale ‘Very good’, ‘Good’, ‘Neutral’, or 

‘Needs improvement’. Afterwards, two closed-ended dichotomous questions ask about the 

clarity of the description of students’ thinking, misconceptions and common errors provided by 

the STS. This section culminates in an open-ended question that asks for further comments or 

suggestions, and an item for providing a global rating of the diagnosis for teachers, which is a 

Likert-scale question using the choice of 1 to 5 stars. Section 5 asks about the quality of the 

diagnosis of individual students and combines Likert-scale questions, closed-ended dichotomous 

questions and open-ended questions. Section 6 asks about the teaching suggestions provided by 

the STS from the diagnosis offered. The final section (Section 7) mainly uses open-ended 
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questions focussed on further comments and suggestions to the STS team and other potential 

users of it.  Table 3.1 below presents the structure of the survey in more details.  

Table 3.1  

Structure of the survey  

Section Number 

of Items 

Contents of the Items Kind of items 

1. Background 

Data. 

5 Name, school, quiz used, year level doing 

quiz. 

Closed-ended questions. 

2. Previous use 

of this quiz. 

1 Previous use of this quiz. Closed-ended dichotomous question 

(Yes/No). 

3. Quality of 

items in the 

Smart quizzes. 

9 Mathematic precision, importance of ideas 

assessed, clarity, colour and graphics used.  

4 Closed-ended Likert-scale 

questions (‘Agree’, ‘Neutral’, 

‘Disagree’). 

Frequency of students’ questions regarding 

items of the ST. 

1 Closed-ended Likert-scale 

questions (‘Many times’, ‘Several 

times’, ‘Rarely’, ‘Never’). 

Identification of questions that were hard 

for students to interpret, comments on the 

quality of items, and desires for additional 

items. 

3 Open-ended questions.  

Global rating of the item quality. 1 Closed-ended Likert-scale question 

(rating 1 to 5 stars). 

4. Provision of 

online diagnosis 

to teachers. 

8 Rating of the sections of the diagnosis 

report: introduction and summary of the 

‘Mathematical focus and common 

difficulties’, and ‘Detailed explanation of 

developmental stages and misconceptions’.  

4 Closed-ended Likert-scale 

questions (‘Very good’, ‘Good’, 

‘Neutral’, ‘Need improvement’). 

  

Clarity of the progression of stages in 

students’ thinking, and the description of 

misconceptions and errors.  

2 Closed-ended dichotomous 

question (Yes/No).  

Further comments and suggestions about 

the stages and misconceptions. 

1 Open-ended question.  

Rating of on-line diagnosis for teachers. 1 Closed-ended Likert-scale question 

(rating 1 to 5 stars). 

5. Quality of 

diagnosis of 

individual 

students 

10 Matching among ST diagnosis and 

teacher’s knowledge of the student.   

1 Closed-ended Likert-scale question 

(‘so many surprises so I doubt the 

diagnosis’, ‘many surprises’, ‘a few 

surprises’, and ‘no surprises’). 

Usefulness of mathematical thinking by 

students explanations. 

1 Closed-ended Likert-scale question 

(‘a lot of useful information for me’, 

‘some useful information for me’, 

‘no useful information for me’). 

Further comments and suggestions about 

improving the quality of diagnosis. 

1 Open-ended questions.  

Confirmation of individual diagnosis by 

following up students.  

1 Closed-ended dichotomous 

question (Yes/No). 

Description of ways to follow up 

individual students. 

1 Open-ended question. 
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Matching among the diagnostic feedback 

and expectations from the quiz. 

1 Closed-ended Likert-scale question 

(‘Very well’, ‘well’, ‘satisfactorily’, 

‘not well’ and ‘very poorly’) 

Adjustment of teaching plan from the 

diagnosis information. 

1 Closed-ended dichotomous 

question (Yes/No) 

Ways of changing the teaching plan. 1 Open-ended question. 

Further comments or suggestions about the 

diagnostic feedback. 

1 Open-ended question. 

Rating of the quality of diagnosis. 1 Closed-ended Likert-scale question 

(rating 1 to 5 stars). 

6. Teaching 

suggestions 

6 Provision, usefulness and ideas of teaching 

suggestions. 

3 Closed-ended dichotomous 

question (Yes/No). 

Ways of using teaching suggestions. 1 Open-ended question. 

Rating of teaching suggestions. 1 Closed-ended Likert-scale question 

(rating 1 to 5 stars). 

Description of suggestions reported by 

teachers. 

1 Open-ended question.  

7. Finally 4 Useful learning from the use of the test.  1 Closed-ended dichotomous 

question (Yes/No). 

Further comments and suggestions, to the 

STS team and other potential users.  

3 Open-ended questions. 

 

The data analysed and discussed in this thesis was collected previously by the creators of the 

STS. They have gathered data over time through the on-line self-administered survey from users 

of the system from early 2010 to mid-2013. The survey was automatically sent via email to the 

users of the STS after they accessed the students’ diagnoses. The email included the link to the 

STS website where teachers could answer the on-line survey. In order to have the chance to use 

another ST, teachers had to answer and submit the survey.  The data collected through the survey 

was stored on the STS server, from where it was downloaded as an Excel file, ready to be 

analysed according to the purpose of this research.  

3.5 Participants 

There are 138 volunteer teachers who completed a total of 244 on-line surveys during the period 

2010 and 2013 after using a ST. According to the information provided by the STS team these 

respondents were mainly secondary mathematics school teachers who had used primarily a test 

for the first time. These teachers come from the Victorian state government schools (DEECD) 

and Catholic Education Office Melbourne schools (CEOM). Teachers answered the majority of 

surveys during 2011, followed by those who responded to it during 2012 and 2013; while the 
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lowest number of completed surveys corresponds to 2010. Table 3.2 below details the number of 

surveys answered per year.  

Table 3.2 

Number of surveys answered per year 2010 to 2013 

Year Number of surveys answered  

2010 35 

2011 106 

2012 61 

2013 42 

Total 244 

 

Although the majority of teachers answered just one survey linked to the use of one ST, there are 

some teachers who completed between 2 and 8 surveys. Table 3.3 shows the number of surveys 

completed by teachers
2
.   

Table 3.3 

Number of surveys completed by teachers  

Number of completed 

surveys 

Number of teachers  

1 89 

2 32 

3 11 

4 0 

5 1 

6 2 

7 1 

8 2 

Total 244 

                                                           
2
 The data was reported without considering the number of completed surveys by teachers. The analysis did not find 

statistically significant differences between the data considering the number of completed surveys by teachers.   
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3.6 Data analysis 

According to the nature of the research questions and the data collected to answer them, it is 

necessary to differentiate two main procedures of data analysis each conducted for defined 

purposes. The data gathered was subjected to quantitative and qualitative analysis. The 

quantitative analysis primarily enabled obtainment of an indicator of teachers’ opinions about the 

quality of the item tests and the quality of the diagnosis offered from the use of the ST, as well as 

an indicator of the extent to which teachers reported learning and uses of the information 

provided by the STS. The qualitative analysis provided further information about the previous 

topics, the uses of it to adjust teaching practices and the learning reported by teachers from the 

use of the STS. These analyses from both kinds of data were integrated in order to answer all the 

research questions.  

The quantitative analysis was developed utilising SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social 

Sciences). Firstly, it was necessary to recode the binary and ordinal data by assigning numbers to 

the answers for allowing a statistical analysis. This was done with the closed-ended survey 

questions, including those that offered dichotomous and scale option answers. From this 

Cronbach's alpha coefficient was calculated which allows an assessment of the internal 

consistency among the test items as a tool to check its reliability. The result of this analysis 

offers a coefficient among 0 and 1, which indicates a suitable reliability when it is 0.7 or higher 

(Bland & Altamand, 1997).  Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of the survey was 0.82.  

Next, the analysis focussed on summarizing the data from the closed-ended items of the survey 

was developed using descriptive statistics, which are tools to reduce numerous units of 

information “into a few clear, concise, and easily understood numbers” (Healey, 2012, p.8). In 

particular, frequencies and percentages were calculated. This information is presented through 

tables and their respective descriptions throughout Chapter 4.   

The qualitative analysis consisted of a process of reducing the amount of data collected through 

the open-ended questions by coding and defining significant patterns in alignment with the 

research questions, and then creating descriptions that communicate what the data shows (Patton, 

2002). Specifically, the technique used to analyse this data was content analysis, which offers a 

series of interpretative procedures to extract meaning from the direct qualitative quotations or 
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teachers’ answers (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). This is an analytical process that starts with an 

inductive examination that is directly grounded on data, and then moves forward to a deductive 

analysis that provides inferences for understanding the material as a whole. These inductive and 

deductive approaches are not sequentially followed, yet are combined in an iterative process 

through the analysis.   

In terms of the qualitative analysis procedure, this is commenced by examining every teacher’s 

answer to the open-ended questions and finished by grouping them and describing their 

meanings. The answers were organized by item on an Excel spreadsheet, where it was possible 

to read all of them in order to “get a sense of the whole” (Cresswell, 2009, p. 173). From this, 

every answer was coded according to its meaning, highlighting those that were relevant to the 

research questions. The emergent codes were listed and consolidated from the analysis of all the 

answers. From the coding process it was possible to categorize groups of teachers’ opinions that 

represent alike meanings. From this material the descriptions and interpretations were developed. 

Thus, the process of making distinctions concluded with obtaining global units of meaning that 

were illustrated by direct quotations from the teachers’ answers. These quotations are 

accompanied by an identification number, which has been assigned to every teacher’s answer in 

the database. Although the codes were mostly clustered according to the most frequent opinions, 

some codes showed unusual units of information that are also reported throughout Chapter 4.  

Both quantitative and qualitative analyses will be integrated throughout the presentation of the 

findings. The concurrent nature of the selected mixed approach allowed comparing both sources 

of data, and supporting and providing meaning to a greater or lesser extent to the results of the 

quantitative analysis. There is some complementary information from the qualitative analysis 

that is presented through the Chapter 4 of this report. This mainly corresponds to unexpected 

results that have no direct relation with any quantitative information, but which provide 

complementary information and allows an enrichment of the answers to the research questions.  

As a result of the process of data analyses, the findings gathered offer a description and 

understanding of the data collected as a whole, which along with answering the research 

questions allowed further interpretations. There are some topics from the results obtained that are 

discussed in the conclusion chapter. The discussion was developed as a process of attaching 

meaning to the findings by providing possible interpretations, concluding connections of these 
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research results with the academic literature discussed in this report (refer Chapter 2), and 

suggesting potential uses of STS to maximize the benefits as an expression of a FA strategy.  

3.7 Research limitation and trustworthiness  

This section reports on some of the methodological limitations of this study and the actions 

developed for ensuring its trustworthiness. The methodological limitations are important to keep 

in mind because they can undesirably affect the generalizability of the research findings. These 

are primarily related with the sampling of participants. Regarding the trustworthiness, this has 

been attended to throughout this study in order to avoid bias in interpretations by taking care of 

the validity and credibility of the data analysis (Patton, 2002).  

Although the survey was automatically sent to all STS users from early 2010 and mid-2013, it is 

possible to think that this was answered by those teachers who had a positive experience in using 

the test. As stated in the data collection procedure section of this report, teachers were asked to 

answer the survey as a condition to try another ST with their students. Therefore, the majority of 

the respondents could have answered the survey with the motivation to continue using the ST, 

which could be understood as a primary indicator of their satisfaction about this assessment for 

mathematics. Considering that 138 teachers answered the survey from a larger numbers of 

users
3
, it would be necessary to know the opinion of a sample of those teachers who did not 

continue using the STS in order to generalize the research findings. Taking this in account, the 

findings of this study are not necessarily generalizable to all the users of the STS.  

Initially, the research design included a plan to conduct face-to-face individual semi-structured 

interviews with a group of teachers who were new users of the STS.. It was anticipated that this 

would have obtained in-depth information from a different sample of those participants who 

have answered the survey. The information from the interviews would have enriched the data 

gathered and allowed a comparative analysis. Thus, along with obtaining detailed and in-depth 

data from the interviews, it would have been possible to triangulate the sources of data as a way 

to support the trustworthiness of this study. However, it was not possible to recruit the sample for 

conducting these interviews. After obtaining ethical approval from the relevant school officials, 

                                                           
3
 The total number of STS users is not available. 
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the potential participants were contacted via email on two occasions but all either declined or did 

not respond. As an alternative, a questionnaire of open-ended questions based on the planned 

interview script was designed and was then sent via email to the potential participants – but again 

without obtaining replies. Time constraints for conducting this research did not permits other 

courses of action such as selecting and contacting a new sample of teachers to provide the 

desired complementary information. 

Regarding ensuring the trustworthiness of the study, there were some actions developed for this 

purpose throughout the study. The data collected was available for the analyses directly from the 

ST server, which ensured that the database accurately included all the teachers’ answers to the 

survey. In terms of the analysis of data, the Cronbach’s alpha statistic provided an explicit 

indicator of the reliability of the survey’s closed-ended questions as a measure of the internal 

consistency among the test items (refer Section 3.6). The qualitative analysis of data required 

reflexivity as a continual attitude that included self-questioning and self-understanding from the 

researcher. This attitude included being aware of the cultural background and beliefs that inform 

the personal perspective as a researcher when interpreting and reporting the teachers’ voice 

(Patton, 2002). Any potential bias, opponent explanations, and contradictory patterns of data that 

did not fit into the general patterns, were analysed and reported. Another source to guarantee 

reflexivity and minimize the risks of bias was ensured through triangulation, which was 

implemented in this study by the inclusion of more than one perspective on analysing data. 

Concerning the latter, the analysis of data was checked by the supervisor of this research Dr 

Vicki Steinle.  Also the nature of this convergent mixed method study allowed triangulation of 

quantitative and qualitative data as most of the sections in the survey collected both kinds of 

data, which made it possible to compare and make explicit the convergences and discrepancies 

among these data using direct teachers’ quotes as part of the reported findings.  

3.8 Ethical considerations 

Ethical issues were addressed through the development of this research. The study design 

included justification of its relevance and its potential benefits for the ST users. Approval from 

The Melbourne Graduate School of Education Human Ethics Advisory Group (MGSE HEAG) 

was granted on the 7th March, 2014 (Ethics ID: 1341354). This approval implied the adherence 
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to the principles of university ethical standards. The formal approval from the Catholic 

Education Office Melbourne (CEOM) in order to contact teachers working in Catholic schools in 

Melbourne as potential participants in this research was also obtained.  

Further ethical issues that were faced in this study were related to ensuring the voluntary consent 

of the participants, upholding the protection of their identities and confidentiality. Regarding 

teachers’ consent, this was obtained through the online survey. This clearly stated at the 

beginning that the data could be used for future research and requested the expression of each 

teacher’s agreement. The answers from those teachers who did not provide their consent were 

eliminated from the database that stores the collected information. The identification of the 

participants was protected at all times due to the database provided by the ST team including 

neither the participants’ names nor the names of the schools where they work. The answers in 

every survey were linked to an identification number, which corresponded to the number 

assigned by the STS server when teachers registered in as users. Finally, the database will be 

stored securely for 5 years from the publication of this document, and disposed of with IT 

support via secure file deletion from the computers of The University of Melbourne.   
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3.9 Chapter overview 

This chapter detailed the study’s research design, including the justification for selecting the 

mixed methodology to conduct it and its convergent nature, the methods and processes for 

collecting data, the description of participants, and procedures for analysing data. The research 

limitations, actions taken to ensure the trustworthiness of results, and the ethical considerations 

were also reported on. The research design is summarized and outlined below in Figure 1.  

Figure 1 

Visual model of the mixed methodology research design. 
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter reports on the findings of this study, and is organized in sections according to the 

research questions. Every section describes the data gathered through the survey designed by the 

Smart Test System (STS) creators (refer to Appendix B) starting with the quantitative results, 

which are supported by summary tables. These results are followed by descriptions from the 

qualitative data aligning to the main categories of teachers’ opinions and other unusual but 

relevant points of view. This chapter is organized in line with the research questions as follows:  

 Section 4.2: How do teachers perceive the quality of the Smart Tests (ST) and the 

diagnosis provided from the STS? 

 Section 4.3: To what extent, and how, do teachers utilize the information provided by the 

STS to change their teaching? 

 Section 4.4: To what extent, and how, do teachers report their learning from the use of 

the STS? 

 

 

4.2 Teachers’ ratings on the quality of items tests and the diagnosis provided from 

the STS  

4.2.1 Quality of test items  

The wide majority of teachers positively perceived the quality of items in the ST according to the 

data from the closed-ended questions of the survey devoted to this theme. Almost all the teachers 

agreed with the statement that the ST items appear to be mathematically correct (98%), and that 

these are testing important ideas (95.5%). For the most part, teachers also considered that the 

items were clearly written (90.6%), and used colour and graphics appropriately (91.4%).  It is 

remarkable that less than 1% of teachers disagreed with the statements of the survey. These 

results are presented below in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 

Opinion about the quality of items in the ST 

Issue Option Frequency Percent 

The items that I saw appeared to be mathematically correct 

 Agree 239 98.0 

 Neutral 4 1.6 

 Disagree 0 0 

 Missing 1 0.4 

 Total 244 100 

The items that I saw appeared to be testing important ideas 

 Agree 233 95.5 

 Neutral 9 3.7 

 Disagree 1 0.4 

 Missing 1 0.4 

 Total 244 100 

The items that I saw were clearly written 

 Agree 221 90.6 

 Neutral 20 8.2 

 Disagree 1 0.4 

 Missing 2 0.8 

 Total 244 100 

The items that I saw used colour and graphics appropriately 

 Agree 223 91.4 

 Neutral 15 6.1 

 Disagree 2 0.8 

 Missing 4 1.6 

 Total 244 100 

 

In regards to the frequency that teachers were asked by students to interpret an ST item, 45.1% 

and 37.7% respectively stated that this “Never” or “Rarely” happened. Conversely, only 1.2% of 

teachers claimed to be asked “Many times” by students. Additionally, 82% rated the two highest 

overall scores regarding the item quality by choosing the options of “5 star” (46.3%) and “4 star” 

(35.7%).  Table 4.2 presents this information. 
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Table 4.2 

Opinion about the frequency of students’ questions and global rating of the ST 

Issue Option Frequency Percent 

How often were you asked by students to interpret a question? 

 Never 110 45.1 

 Rarely 92 37.7 

 Several times 34 13.9 

 Many times 3 1.2 

 Missing 5 2.0 

 Total 244 100 

Rating of item quality 

 5 star 113 46.3 

 4 star 87 35.7 

 3 star 27 11.1 

 2 star 3 1.2 

 1 star 1 0.4 

 Missing 13 5.3 

 Total 244 100 

 

The positive opinions of teachers about the quality of the ST items were reinforced by their 

answers to the open-ended questions. When teachers were asked to comment on the items’ 

quality, the most common response was provided by using expressions such as “excellent” or 

“very good”. Other frequently stated opinions focused on what the items are able to test and the 

information that these provide. In this regard, the responses underlined that the items reveal 

students’ understanding about a topic, as well as what they misunderstand. Specifically, some 

teachers emphasized the value of knowing students’ misunderstanding. Also regarding the 

information provided, some teachers referred to the diagnostic aim of the items by stating that 

these allow them to assess what these were supposed to. One teacher answered that the items 

looked “consistent with what I would expect from a good diagnostic test” (164). The items were 

considered good to check students’ previous knowledge, difficulties, ability, or progress. The 

information that the items provide was also seen as a valuable material for planning teaching: “It 

helped me a lot to plan my first couple of lessons. In the past I may have taken some of this 

knowledge for granted.” (71) 

There are certain specific attributes of the items that were mentioned by some teachers. Items 

were described as having an appropriate length, being quick, clear, simple, well-written and 

showing an appropriate graphic and depth. In this regard, teachers’ opinions were as follows: 
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“The items were very high quality - graphics were clear and appropriate, and the wording of 

questions was succinct” (97); and “Excellent breadth and depth of question, whilst still keeping 

the assessment short” (111). It was also mentioned that the items are appropriate to cover the 

tested topic in terms of difficulty and range. As one teacher answered: “A good range, covering 

the key concepts in area and perimeter” (55). 

Other teachers commented about the positive student involvement and reactions to the test. In 

this regard, teachers mentioned the students’ enjoyment and engagement while they did the test. 

Teachers also commented that the items challenge students’ knowledge and that it is a good 

experience for them: “I find these type of questions refreshing and interesting and that they really 

make pupils think before answering” (174).  

A minority of teachers had some criticism about the items and also commented that the 

implementation of the ST was not technically problem-free in their context. Some teachers 

referred to the items’ difficulty, arguing that “the questions were above the ability of some of 

students” (103). Other individual opinions suggested that there are some items that induce 

students to make mistakes or allow guessing the answer. In this regard  teachers answered that: 

“Was easy to assume that questions along a row involved similar approaches rather than 

approaching them individually (Yes I made this mistake!)” (27), and that the “Questions moved 

away from assessing estimation skills and 'cornered' students into guessing wildly” (109).  

Specific teachers also stated that the items of a particular test are identical between forms, or that 

a particular test is excessively short or long, which influences students’ interest or lack of. One 

group of teachers mentioned technical problems regarding dragging and dropping items:  “The 

students had some difficulties with the second last item on the test. They couldn't get the object 

to move as required.” (137). Other teachers referred to some problems in visualizing the items: 

“Several of my students missed the first two questions because they 'didn't see them'” (243). 

Teachers suggested that these difficulties could be related to the web browser being used, the 

characteristics of the computer, and the item’s design, among other factors.  

More specifically, when teachers were asked about which items of the test were hard for students 

to interpret, the majority of them answered that no question was hard. Very few teachers 

mentioned a specific item or a specific mathematical term or concept (refer to Appendix C), 

while others just mentioned that the wording of some questions or the proposed answers were 
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difficult for students to interpret. Another group of teachers attributed the difficulties of students 

to interpret a question by specifying that this was due to academic weaknesses in mathematics or 

general difficulties in reading instructions.  For example, one teacher answered: “Some of my 

students struggled with the wording in some parts of the quiz. One of my weaker girls was barely 

able to read the context and could not understand until I went through with her in detail” (20). A 

minority of teachers mentioned that students had difficulties about the procedures for how to 

answer – specifically, for example, on how to drag their answers to the proposed answer box. 

Finally, when teachers were asked about additional items that they would like the test to include, 

the few responses received mainly referred to topics related to geometry and the four operations 

involving decimal numbers. Details of these answers are presented in Appendix D. A few 

teachers also suggested new STs on some topics, and these are presented in Appendix E.  

4.2.2 Quality of the diagnosis provided from the STS 

The vast majority of teachers considered that the diagnosis provided from the STS is of high 

quality
4
, in accordance with the data from the closed-ended questions of the survey which 

focused on this topic (as presented in Table 4.3). Over 90% of the teachers perceived that the full 

list of students in a table with individual diagnosis provided is “Very good” (67.2%) or “Good” 

(24.6%), while only 2.0% considered that this information needs improvement. Regarding the 

“Mathematical focus and common difficulties” section of the diagnosis, 92.7% of teachers 

positively perceived the introductory text about the mathematic topic as “Very good” (64.8%) or 

“Good” (26.6%).  Similarly, 90.9% rated the summary descriptions of stages and misconceptions 

as “Very good” (64.3%) or “Good” (26.6%).  It is noteworthy that when the “Mathematical focus 

and common difficulties” sections were not rated positively, they were rated as “Neutral” rather 

than negative. The description of students’ thinking and understanding in the “Detailed 

explanations of developmental stages and misconceptions” section was also positively perceived 

by teachers, rating it as “Very good” (86.1%) or “Good” (24.6%) and only 2.0% considered that 

this description “Needs improvement”.  

 

                                                           
4
 Appendix A provides an example of the diagnosis provided from the use of the STS. 
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Table 4.3 

Teacher ratings about the quality of the diagnosis provided from the use of the STS 

Issue Option Frequency Percent 

Full list of students in a table with individual diagnosis 

 Very good 164 67.2 

 Good 60 24.6 

 Neutral 11 4.5 

 Needs improvement 5 2.0 

 Missing 4 1.6 

 Total 244 100 

“Mathematical focus and common difficulties” section: introductory text about the mathematics 

topic 

 Very good 158 64.8 

 Good 68 27.9 

 Neutral 15 6.1 

 Needs improvement 0 0 

 Missing 3 1.2 

 Total 244 100 

"Mathematical focus and common difficulties" section: summary descriptions of stages and 

misconceptions 

 Very good 157 64.3 

 Good 65 26.6 

 Neutral 16 6.6 

 Needs improvement 1 .4 

 Missing 5 2.0 

 Total 244 100 

"Detailed explanations of developmental stages and misconceptions" section: description of 

students' thinking and understandings 

 Very good 150 61.5 

 Good 60 24.6 

 Neutral 19 7.8 

 Needs improvement 5 2.0 

 Missing 10 4.1 

 Total 244 100 

 

The diagnosis was also positively perceived by teachers regarding the clarity of its descriptions 

(see Table 4.4). The 83.6% of teachers claimed that the progression in students’ thinking as 

described in the stages was easy to understand, while only 6.6% declared it was not. In regards to 

the description of misconceptions and common errors, 82% considered that it was clear, whereas 

7.8% declared otherwise.   
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Table 4.4 

Teacher ratings about the clarity of the diagnosis provided from the use of the STS 

Issue Option Frequency Percent 

Was it easy to understand the progression in students' thinking as described in the stages? 

 Yes 204 83.6 

 No 16 6.6 

 Missing 24 9.8 

 Total 244 100 

Was the description of misconceptions and common errors (if any) clear? 

 Yes 200 82.0 

 No 19 7.8 

 Missing 25 10.2 

 Total 244 100 

 

Accordingly, most teachers globally rated the online diagnosis with the two highest scores: 

42.6% of teachers rated the diagnosis as “5 star”, and 37.7% as “4 star” (see Table 4.5).  The 

lowest rating assigned to this diagnosis was “2 star” by 1.2% of teachers.  

 

Table 4.5 

Teacher ratings of the global quality of the diagnosis provided from the use of the STS 

Issue Option Frequency Percent 

Rating of online diagnosis for teachers 

 5 star 104 42.6 

 4 star 92 37.7 

 3 star 33 13.5 

 2 star 3 1.2 

 1 star 0 0 

 Missing 12 4.9 

 Total 244 100 

 

Positive opinion about the diagnosis was also supported by the answers to an open-ended 

question focused on gathering further comments and suggestions about the stages and 

misconceptions contained in the diagnosis. The majority of teachers answered providing general 

praises such as ‘excellent’ or ‘very good’. Among those who offered more specific details, one 

teacher answered “Great work – best diagnostic I've used and I thought that the links to the 
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developmental continuum was excellent”
5
 (138). While another commented: ‘The briefer the 

better – if there's too much written, the most important part gets lost in the rest” (168). A couple 

of other teachers mentioned that the diagnosis was useful to discuss the results with students, 

regarding their misconceptions and students’ concerns about the test.  

There was a group of teachers who focused on suggesting extra information that could enrich the 

diagnosis. The majority of these teachers stated that they would like to know the students’ 

responses in order to identify what students got correct and incorrect. In this regard, a teacher 

explained “I would like to know which questions the students got wrong not so I can give them a 

score (that would not be productive) but so that I could learn to identify misconceptions myself” 

(23). Other individual opinions referred to the inclusion of a model about students’ thinking 

when they have a misconception and linking the information provided to the Victorian Essential 

Learning Standards (VELS).  

A small group of teachers reported that some diagnostic descriptions are confusing or take time 

to understand. The majority of these opinions refer to the descriptions of misconceptions, by 

mentioning that some of these  “are a little general and require a little more thought” (133) or 

that “It wasn't clear which question on the exam was addressing which misconception. Upon 

conclusion I also couldn't clearly identify which misconception my students held” (198). One 

teacher also suggested the inclusion of “some examples of the misconceptions – examples of the 

kinds of things that you would expect students to be doing if they hold such misconceptions” 

(139). A minority of teachers referred to the organization of the information provided and how it 

would be possible to improve its communication. In this regard, teachers suggested listing 

students in  alphabetical order or clustering them according to their misconceptions, while 

another teacher suggested that “It would be nice to see the stages organized into flow-charts so 

that the linkages can be more easily communicated” (59).  

Other specific opinions were related to doubts about the ST diagnosis and technical problems. 

Regarding the doubts, it was asked if the diagnosis “May be carelessness on student's part rather 

than genuine misconception” (56), and what results of students with a 0 rating means. In terms of 

                                                           
5
 The mentioned developmental continuum corresponds to the developmental stages of understanding provided by 

the STS (refer Section 2.7).  
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the technical problems, these corresponded to difficulties in printing the diagnosis, accessing, 

and navigating the Excel file provided. 

4.2.3 Quality of diagnosis of individual students 

The data concerning the quality of diagnosis of individual students from the closed-ended 

questions of the survey shows that the majority of teachers rated it positively. Teachers 

considered that the assessment of students tended to match their knowledge of them. 58.6% of 

teachers claimed that there were “A few surprises” from the assessment diagnosis, while 32.4% 

were “No surprises”. Conversely, only 1.6% of teachers declared that there were “So many 

surprises that I doubt the diagnosis”. The usefulness of the explanations provided for students’ 

mathematical thinking was rated slightly lower. About fifty percent (50.8%) of teachers 

responses thought that these explanations provided some useful information for them, whereas 

40.8% categorized them as a lot of useful information. Only 4.9% of teachers considered these 

explanations as not useful information. These data are detailed in Table 4.6. 

Table 4.6 

Teacher ratings on the quality of diagnosis of individual students 

Issue Option Frequency Percent 

How well did our assessments of students match with your other knowledge of them? 

 A few surprises 143 58.6 

 No surprises 79 32.4 

 Many surprises 11 4.5 

 So many surprises that I doubt the 

diagnosis 

4 1.6 

 Missing 7 2.9 

 Total 244 100 

The explanations of the mathematical thinking by students in each group provided 

 A lot of useful information for me 98 40.2 

 Some useful information for me 124 50.8 

 No useful information for me 12 4.9 

 Missing 10 4.1 

 Total 244 100 

 

In terms of the follow up by teachers to confirm or investigate students’ diagnoses (see Table 

4.7), 52% of teachers claim that they did not do it and 43% claimed they did. 
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Table 4.7 

Teachers’ follow up 

Issue Option Frequency Percent 

Did you follow up with any individual students to confirm or investigate their diagnosis? 

 Yes 105 43.0 

 No 127 52.0 

 Missing 12 4.9 

 Total 244 100 

 

When teachers were consulted through an open-ended question about the previously mentioned 

follow up, most of their answers referred to actions focused on those students who primarily 

achieved a surprising low or high result. The majority of these actions referred to setting students 

similar tasks to those proposed by the ST, and talking to individual students to confirm the 

diagnosis and provide extra support. As a result, almost all teachers who did the follow up 

confirmed the diagnosis. Among those who focused on students’ who obtained a lower result 

than expected, one teacher responded: “There were some students who I was anticipating to do 

better than they did. When I followed up the diagnostic test with questioning of my own, it was 

demonstrated that the students' knowledge was superficial” (108). In contrast, a teacher who 

followed up an unexpected high result answered: “One of the students that surprised me was a 

student new to the class who tested much higher than I anticipated. I followed up with her the 

following class – asked her some questions and found that she did indeed have a much higher 

level of understanding than I had attributed to her” (138). Another teacher referred to their follow 

up with a whole class, that had performed lower than the expected, by answering: “It led to a 

discussion about who had ever heard of prime numbers before. This enabled me to realize I 

needed to start right from the start” (240).  Exceptionally, one teacher who did not confirm the 

STS diagnoses answered: “I did ask some students to do the task again as they scored 0 the first 

time round. Some of them then scored 3 or above. I think this was more because it was the first 

time we had done a task [like the ST items] and they did not submit correctly” (27).  

Another point of view was suggested by a teacher who took follow up action which resulted in 

an opportunity for improving teaching. This teacher answered: “I worked with those students that 

were more proficient in this area to ensure that they had an appropriate understanding of the 

tasks. They knew what to do, but were often unable to articulate the mathematical reasoning 
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behind their responses. This was powerful, however, as the inherent conflict between 'I can do 

this, yet I don't know why/how I can do it' creates a meaningful teaching moment” (110).  

Another wide group of teachers’ answers referred to individually talking with students and 

placing them into groups according to the diagnostic results. These actions not only served the 

purpose of checking the diagnosis, but also as pedagogic strategies to overcome the students’ 

misconceptions, which are described in the next section.  

There was a group of teachers who reported that although they had not yet followed up the 

students’ diagnoses they would do it soon. Some of these teachers stated that they would 

compare the ST diagnosis with another test. These comments mainly correspond to those who 

used an ST as a pre-test and planned to use another form of post-test at the end of the unit of 

work. Other teachers planned to review concepts with students, developing activities focused on 

misconceptions and checking results through a worksheet after some classes.  One particular 

teacher stated their intention to email parents and to re-teach concepts. 

Typically the diagnosis favorably matched what teachers expected from the test description and 

content (see Table 4.8). Thus, 42.6% and 24.6% of teachers, respectively, considered that this 

diagnosis matched very well and well.  Finally, most teachers used the two highest overall 

ratings for the quality of the diagnosis of individual students as “5 star” (30.7%) and “4 star” 

(38.1%). However, 19.3% did not provide this rating, which suggests this result should be 

interpreted with caution. 
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Table 4.8 

Diagnostic feedback match and global rating of diagnosis 

Issue Option Frequency Percent 

How well did the diagnostic feedback match what you expected from the quiz description and 

contents? 

 Very well 104 42.6 

 Well 60 24.6 

 Satisfactorily 25 10.2 

 Very poorly 2 0.8 

 Missing 53 21.7 

 Total 244 100 

Rating of quality of diagnosis 

 5star 75 30.7 

 4 star 93 38.1 

 3 star 26 10.7 

 2 star 2 0.8 

 1 star 1 0.4 

 Missing 47 19.3 

 Total 244 100 

 

Regarding the teaching suggestions that either accompany the students’ diagnoses or that are 

presented on the website, only 29.1% of teachers declared that they have tried them, and 23% of 

these teachers qualified the suggestions as useful (see Table 4.9). However, 75% of teachers 

provided the highest rating to these teaching suggestions by assigning “5 star”. It should be noted 

that while teachers rarely selected any other options 23.8% did not rate these teaching 

suggestions. Therefore, it is recommended to interpret this result with caution. 
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Table 4.9 

Teacher ratings on the quality of the teaching suggestions from the use of the STS 

Issue Option Frequency Percent 

Were these teaching suggestions useful (either in the quiz report or in the websites)? 

 Yes 56 23.0 

 No 15 6.1 

 I haven’t tried them yet 165 67.6 

 Missing 8 3.3 

 Total 244 100 

Rating of teaching suggestions 

 5 star 183 75.0 

 4 star 0 0 

 3 star 0 0 

 2 star 0 0 

 1 star 3 1.2 

 Missing 58 23.8 

 Total 244 100 

 

When teachers were asked, through an open-ended question, about further comments or 

suggestions to improve the quality of the individual student's diagnosis; few responded. Those 

who offered an answer frequently stated that the information provided is somewhat limited and 

that it could be enlarged. Specifically, teachers referred to not having access to students’ 

answers. Teachers emphasize that they need to know the students’ wrong answers. The argument 

for this is that this would help to make sense of the diagnosis, improve the students’ knowledge 

or inform students about their errors so that they could fix them by themselves.  In this regard, a 

teacher responded: “Not enough info for the individual student. Need to have data on which 

questions they got wrong in order to progress” (165).  Other teachers stated that the information 

provided is not enough because ST include only a small number of questions.  

Several teachers’ responses referred to doubts and criticisms of the ST diagnosis and its scoring. 

A couple of teachers suggested that it is possible to correctly answer the ST items by guessing, 

which would imply that the students’ knowledge may not fit with the diagnosis provided.  A 

teacher answered: “I am not convinced that the diagnosis reflects students’ prior knowledge. The 

scale of the questions leaves too much room for random guesses” (109). Other teachers stated 

their doubts about how the students’ answers are scored on the developmental stages.  Teachers 

asked if this is done according to the number of students’ correct answers and they seemed 

unclear about the criteria utilized. A few teachers’ answers suggested confusion about the 
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meaning of the percentages given next to the diagnosis. While one teacher stated that “The 

percentages were initially surprising until you realised that it was % of questions ATTEMPTED” 

(157), another teacher stated that the diagnoses were ‘odd’ as two students with different 

diagnoses obtained similar percentages.  Results were also mentioned as odd by a teacher who 

used the two versions of a test and students scored lower results after instruction, while another 

stated: “They couldn't do questions on the Smart test that they could do in their topic test the 

previous lesson.  Not sure why, maybe because it is worded differently?” (135).  

A few teachers mentioned some specific difficulties that related to accessing or interpreting the 

students’ diagnoses. These correspond to printing problems not allowing all the information 

provided to be seen, and the link between the developmental stages and the misconceptions 

listed.  

Another group of teachers provided opinions that suggest a positive view of the students’ 

diagnoses provided. Some of these offered general praise by stating that it is an “excellent 

resource” (78), “convenient” (111) and “helpful” (240). On this matter, a few teachers stated that 

the stages make clear students’ needs, the information allows grouping students and guides 

teaching interventions. Regarding these uses of the information, some teachers answered that 

“this is another small piece of information I can use to organise them into working groups” and 

“I will be teaching this topic with the pre-test info as a guide” (164).  

Finally, a minority of teachers stated that it is too early to comment about the students’ diagnoses 

since they had either not utilized it yet or were new to teaching these particular students.  
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4.3 Change in teaching practice due to use of the STS 

As a result of the diagnosis obtained from the use of the ST a majority of teachers (60.2%) 

claimed that they had adjusted their teaching plans (see Table 4.10).  

Table 4.10 

The adjustment of teaching plans from the STS diagnosis   

Issue Answer Frequency Percent 

Did you adjust your teaching plan as a result of the diagnostic information? 

 Yes 147 60.2 

 No 61 25.0 

 Missing 36 14.8 

 Total 244 100 

 

When teachers were asked about the ways they have changed their teaching plans, for the most 

part they referred to strategies that provide differentiated teaching according to identified 

students’ needs. The most frequent strategy mentioned was grouping students with the purpose 

of providing differentiated activities and correcting common misconceptions. In this regard, one 

teacher answered: “I have put the students into groups and will give them activities to focus on 

and correct their misconceptions. I will be looking carefully at the Maths Continuum for ideas” 

(24). Specifically, a teacher stated that with the ST diagnosis she/he was able to improve the way 

students were grouped:  “I had made some pre-judgments on how I would group the students. I 

will revisit this based on the results and some further questioning of some students, before I 

finalize the groups for this topic” (58). Although this grouping is commonly done according to 

the similarity of students’ needs, there are a few teachers who choose mixed student groups 

according to their results on the ST and to “put a stronger student with a weaker one to 

encourage peer tutoring” (207). Other strategies mentioned by teachers included adjusting the 

students’ learning programs, providing more attention to specific students, including more 

activities where teachers can support students one-to-one, and including a “wider variety of 

worksheets, both for those struggling as well as some extension sheets” (211). In this last regard, 

a couple of teachers added that based on the STS information extra support can now be provided 

to cover the planned lesson with those who struggled on the test, while “the better diagnosed 

students go on ahead in this work” (164).  
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Another group of teachers’ answers indicated that they have changed their teaching plans by 

focusing on specific issues from the ST diagnosis. Some teachers recognized the need for 

revisiting content, attending to misconceptions or being more specific about a common mistake 

or the use of mathematical language. Regarding this last issue, one teacher answered: “I included 

a focus on mathematical language, e.g. whilst students were confident in calculating squares and 

square roots, they were unsure of what was meant by square numbers” (81). A couple of teachers 

mentioned that they would skip a lesson or advance a bit further “than I otherwise would have – 

already at a good level of understanding” (219). Other individual teachers mentioned that they 

went more slowly when reviewing the class topic, included “Starter questions targeted at 

misconceptions” (122), and added more practical work and examples. Regarding this last action, 

one teacher, who was teaching decimals, answered: “I used a lot of the suggestions from the 

[STS] website.  Particularly focusing on examples that would create cognitive conflict for the 

shorter is larger thinkers because they dominated in my classroom” (134).   

Regarding how to use the teaching suggestions provided with the ST diagnosis, just a small 

group of teachers provided an answer. Those who did mostly commented that they incorporated 

some of the activities and materials suggested by the STS into their teaching planning. A few 

other teachers mentioned that these were used for helping students according to their needs, 

attending to misconceptions, or as a reference to review and confirm teacher practices. 

Specifically, one teacher, who valued the material suggested for supporting students, answered: 

“I read the referenced research paper, which was informative and useful. The teaching 

suggestions were really practical, and were suitable to have a go at straight away” (97). Finally, 

there were some teachers who stated that they had not seen these suggestions, while others 

mentioned their intentions to use them. Concerning the latter, one teacher answered: “I will use 

them to reflect on my own practice, to supplement my own teaching materials and to support 

colleagues in this area” (110). 
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4.4 Teachers’ reported learning from the use of the STS  

The broad majority of teachers (89.7%) considered that they had learnt something from the use 

of the ST associated with the answered survey. Specifically, this learning was reported as useful 

by 47.1% of teachers and as valuable by 42.6%. This information is presented in the following 

Table 4.11.  

Table 4.11 

Teachers’ reported learning from the use of the STS 

Issue Opinion Frequency Percent 

As a result of using this quiz have you learned something useful for you as a teacher? 

 Valuable 104 42.6 

 Useful 115 47.1 

 No 15 6.1 

 Missing 10 4.1 

 Total 244 100 

 

Although a high percentage of teachers reported having learnt something from the use of the 

STS, there were few answers to the open-ended question that asked for details about this. In fact, 

due to the low response rate, this question was deleted from the survey during 2012.   

Those teachers who answered this question mentioned that they learned about their students' 

previous understanding, their needs and areas of misconceptions. With regard to the latter, one 

teacher answered: “I often overlook and brush off students’ misconceptions without considering 

the difficulty that students faced. With this assessment tool, I am able to analyse my students 

better, individually and correct their misconception on a particular topic” (61). Another teacher 

stated the learning of a new approach to think about a specific topic, and that the suggested 

activities were new. Also, one teacher added learning about addressing misconceptions “by 

grouping like-students and targeting my teaching to their specific problems” (14).  Regarding the 

students’ diagnoses, a couple of teacher's answers suggested their surprise by acknowledging 

their own pre-conceptions about students’ expected performance, or obtaining a “picture of how 

low some students' basic skills are!” (19). 

There were some particular teachers who emphasized that from the use of the test they realized 

some new ideas to incorporate into their teaching practice. These include awareness of elements 

that explain students’ mistakes from a teacher's point of view, and which require attention 
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through their teaching practice. Some teachers mentioned that they had gained understanding 

about why students have difficulties solving some exercises or that although some students can 

have an apparently strong overall performance, they can also present with misconceptions. 

Others teachers referred to their awareness of when to include examples to avoid  difficulties for 

students by answering: “I realised I needed to earlier give examples of fractions as numbers and 

emphasize number lines since this seems to be lacking in all students” (121).  

4.5 Chapter overview  

This chapter informed on the findings of this research. In general terms, the teachers’ opinions 

suggest that the wide majority have had a positive experience as users of the STS. Teachers 

considered that the ST items and the diagnosis provided are high quality. The majority of 

teachers also reported that they have used the information provided to adjust their teachings. The 

information is mainly used to differentiate their practices according to students’ needs and for 

planning. Regarding teachers’ learning from the use of the ST, almost all teachers declared that 

they learnt something valuable or useful.  

The descriptions reported through this chapter are summarized and discussed in Chapter 5.  
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION  

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents and discusses the major findings of this research according to the three 

questions that guided it. These questions were inspired by the aim of expanding knowledge about 

teachers’ experiences as users of the Smart Test System (STS), which is a formative assessment 

(FA) for mathematics. The findings come from the data collected through a survey designed by 

the STS creators, which required quantitative and qualitative analyses (refer Section 3.4).   

This chapter also reports on emergent limitations of this research and recommendations. The 

limitations correspond to those that have been recognized from the analysis of data and which 

complement those explained in Section 3.7. In regards to the recommendations, these include 

suggestions directed to the STS creators and future research.  

5.2 Major findings 

Research Question 1 focused on finding out teachers’ opinions about the quality of the items. 

The evidence gathered revealed that teachers who completed the survey considered that ST items 

are of a high quality. Teachers based their judgment on several indicators (see Section 4.2.1). 

From the closed-ended questions of the survey, almost all teachers reported that the ST items 

appear to be mathematically correct, assess important ideas, are clear, and that the items use 

appropriate proper colours and graphics. The majority of teachers also indicated that students 

never or rarely required their support to interpret the items. Along with providing general praise 

about the ST items, teachers also pointed out other specific attributes of their quality through the 

open-ended questions of the survey. In this regard, teachers usually commented about the 

students’ thinking that the items are able to test by referring to the students’ understanding and 

misunderstanding that can be revealed. Teachers also generally referred to the ST items by 

remarking on their suitable length, the quick application, and their simplicity. A group of 

teachers also appreciated the students’ involvement with the tests.  

Conversely, a small group of teachers criticized the items and the implementation of the tests 

based on technical aspects. These mainly correspond to the perception that the difficulty of some 
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items were above some students’ level, and that it is possible, in a multiple choice test, to 

correctly guess the answers. Despite this mention of the level of difficulty of the items, the 

majority of teachers stated that no specific question was too hard for students. Another source of 

some teachers’ concern was about the items that involved dragging and dropping, some students 

had difficulties dragging their selected answer to the proposed box. Some teachers also 

mentioned difficulties in viewing the items. Teachers suggested that these difficulties could be 

related to the web browser and computers being used, along with the item's design.  

Research Question 1 also aimed to determine teachers’ opinions about the online diagnosis 

provided from the STS. In this regard, almost all teachers considered that the diagnosis was of 

high quality (refer Section 4.2.2). This judgment is based on the global opinion provided about 

the diagnosis and the value of the diagnosis sections. These correspond to the full list of 

individual diagnoses, the introductory and summary texts of the ‘Mathematical focus and 

common difficulties’, and the ‘Detailed explanation of developmental stages and 

misconceptions’. The progression in stages of students’ thinking, and the description of 

misconceptions and errors is considered clear also, by almost all of the teachers. The positive 

opinion about the diagnosis was indicated by teachers’ comments which mainly provided general 

praise to describe it.  

The diagnosis of individual students was well rated by most teachers (see Section 4.2.3). Along 

with the globally positive opinion of this diagnosis, the majority of teachers reported that this 

tended to match well with their knowledge of their students. The majority of teachers also stated 

that the explanations of the students’ mathematical thinking provided in the diagnosis offer 

useful information for them. Furthermore, the majority of teachers considered that their 

expectations from the description and content of the tests were fulfilled. Close to half of the 

teachers declared that they followed up with individual students to confirm or investigate their 

diagnosis. This was done specifically with those students who obtained surprising results. 

Almost all of these teachers confirmed the STS diagnosis. Regarding the teaching suggestions 

provided, although a minority of teachers stated that they had tried them, most of them rated 

these suggestions very positively. However, it is recommended to interpret this rating with 

caution since approximately a quarter of teachers not responding to this question. 
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There were few criticisms about the STS diagnoses and some suggestions to improve them. The 

most frequent criticism referred to the absence of information about specific students’ responses, 

particularly the incorrect ones. Among the various explanations, teachers stated that this would 

help them to make sense of the diagnosis, and help support teachers to recognize misconceptions 

by themselves. Teachers suggested including this information in order to enrich the diagnosis.  

Another group of teachers’ responses referred to their doubts and criticisms about the results 

provided by the STS. The doubts tend to be related to what criteria is utilized to score students’ 

answers on the developmental stages, and what items allow recognition of the misconceptions 

reported through the developmental stages. Some teachers doubted the diagnosis due to the 

possibility of guessing answers or students’ mistakes not necessarily reflecting misconceptions. 

A minor group of teachers mentioned that some diagnostic descriptions are confusing or took 

time for them to understand. These concerns mainly refer to misconceptions and the 

developmental stages described. Relating to the description of students’ misconceptions, some 

teachers suggested clustering students’ diagnoses. Finally, some teachers referred to difficulties 

in printing the diagnosis, accessing and navigating the Excel file provided.  

Research Question 2 focused on knowing to what extent and how teachers used the information 

provided by the STS to change their teaching. The data collected shows that 60% of teachers 

declared that they have used it to adjust their teaching plan (see Section 4.3). This adjustment has 

been focused on developing strategies to differentiate teaching according to identified student 

needs. Teachers have mainly used the diagnosis information to group students in order to provide 

them with differentiated activities and to work on common misconceptions. Other strategies 

mentioned are adjusting student’s learning programs, providing more attention to specific 

students, supporting them one-on-one through activities that allow it, and diversifying 

worksheets in order to attend to those that particularly struggle or who showed an advanced level 

of understanding. Another group of teachers have used the diagnosis to adjust their teaching plan 

by focusing on specific issues, which include revisiting some topic, attending to misconceptions, 

or deciding to advance a bit further. Regarding the use of the teaching suggestions provided with 

the STS, some teachers commented that they incorporated some of the activities and materials 

suggested in their teaching planning. A few other teachers mentioned that these were used for 
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helping students according to their needs, to attend misconceptions, or as a reference to review 

and confirm teachers’ practices. 

Research Question 3 focused on knowing to what extent and how teachers report on their 

learning from their use of the STS. The evidence gathered suggests that around 90% of teachers 

have learnt something valuable or useful. The learning reported refers to the students’ previous 

understanding, their needs, areas of misconception, and how to deal with them. Some teachers 

also mentioned that from the use of the STS they realized some new ideas to integrate into their 

teaching practices. These imply gaining an understanding of what could explain students’ 

mistakes and why students present difficulties in answering some questions, and that these can 

be attended to through teachers’ practices. Some teachers expressed the awareness that students 

can present with misconceptions although they have a strong overall performance. The 

recognition of the importance of including examples at an early stage of teaching to avoid 

students’ difficulties was also mentioned.  

5.3 Discussion 

The wide use of the STS diagnosis for adjusting teaching practices reported by teachers suggests 

a formative use of this assessment, which is in accordance with the STS purposes. The STS as an 

educational assessment allows gathering information to assist the teacher to make decisions. Its 

particular formative nature implies that the gathered information is indeed used by teachers to 

make decisions about their teaching practices, as noted in Section 2.2. Specifically, the uses 

given to the diagnosis by teachers are mainly related to the differentiation of teaching practices 

according to students’ needs and for planning. These results confirm the previous findings 

collected by the STS creators, which are mentioned in Section 2.7.  

The alignment between the uses of the STS by teachers and the purposes defined by its creators 

is evidence that supports the consequential validity of this assessment. As noted in Section 2.3 

the information provided by an educational assessment can be used in an independent manner 

from the purposes defined by their creators due to the personal and contextual characteristics of 

the assessment users and the organizations of which they are a part (Hein & Taut, 2010). This 

suggests the relevance of gathering evidence about the absence of adverse consequences for the 
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users of an assessment, and the degree of appropriate interpretations and uses. This evidence 

corresponds to what has been called consequential validity, which is one type of technical quality 

of an assessment as part of its validity or the degree of the adequacy of inferences based on 

assessments (Messick, 1998). This research finding provides evidence to support that the STS 

diagnosis is interpreted in accordance with the purposes that guide it, and that these 

interpretations are oriented towards the development of actions that intend to better attend to 

students’ needs.  

As noted in Section 2.3 the use of assessment data according to its purposes by teachers depends 

on several factors. One of these refers to the teachers’ opinions about the quality of the 

assessment and the information provided by it. The extensive positive opinion about the quality 

of the STS, reported by teachers, supports, and is consistent with, the alignment between the 

formative purposes of the STS and the reported uses of the diagnosis. Conversely, the few 

reported teachers’ concerns related to the quality of the ST items and the diagnosis could impede 

the formative use of the STS. Consequently, it would be relevant to take into consideration these 

concerns in order to reinforce the formative use of the STS. The STS creators have understood 

this, and have resolved the difficulties reported regarding the dragging and dropping of items, 

and have now included information about individual students’ answers as a complementary 

Excel file. This  has been available for teachers since the end of 2013. The STS creators have 

anecdotally shared with me that, prior to the development of this study, they frequently received 

comments about these concerns through their contact with teachers who use the tests.  

There are other sources of teachers’ concerns that could hamper the formative use of the STS. 

On the one hand, one of these refers to the items’ difficulty, which is considered by a few 

teachers, as being too high. Although it would be possible to technically check the psychometric 

properties of the items in terms of their difficulty, it is possible that these teachers’ concern refer 

to a misunderstanding of the STS formative purposes. In this sense, considering that the STS has 

been designed to be used at the beginning of a unit of work in order to inform teaching, it is to be 

expected that students might obtain a low result This is described in the STS and accompanied 

by teaching suggestions to guide the teachers' subsequent instructional actions. Thus, the concern 

about the items' difficulty could be reflecting the desire of using the STS as summative 

assessment (SA) or confusion about the distinction between FA and SA, which has been 
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previously reported by the STS creators as stated in Section 2.7. However, the findings of this 

research suggest that the majority of teachers who answered the survey understand the STS as an 

FA. On the other hand, there are some teachers’ concerns that could be related to teachers’ 

knowledge about assessments and the scoring of the STS. Among them it is the distrust of the 

STS diagnosis due to the possibility of guessing answers or the criteria utilized to score students’ 

results in the developmental stages. These concerns are challenges that could be attended to as 

suggested in Section 5.4.  

Regarding the learning reported by teachers, these can be understood as an increasing of their 

pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) to teach the specific assessed topic, which corresponds 

with the STS purposes (see Section 2.7). Although, there was little specific learning reported by 

teachers in response to a direct question in the survey asking them what they had learned, these 

mainly refer to the awareness or understanding of ideas related to students’ thinking about what 

they are learning, which could be integrated into their teaching practices. In doing so, teachers 

would be able to anticipate a students’ understanding and misunderstanding and how to deal with 

them. At the same time, the formative nature of the STS allows the connection of the students’ 

diagnosis with teaching by informing teachers’ practices in a timely manner. However, the low 

response rate for questions related to the specific learning gained by teachers from the use of the 

STS could imply limitations about using a survey to gather this data or that teachers’ learning 

from the use of the STS could not already be significantly achieved by teachers. If the last 

statement seems plausible, it could be relevant to revisit what has been explained in Section 2.4 

regarding the need to support teachers on a continuous teachers’ professional development 

(TPD) process to improve their practices from the availability of evidence from assessments 

(Timperley, 2009). Although the STS provides more than just evidence about students’ level of 

understanding about a specific mathematics topic, by including information about 

misconceptions, developmental stages of understanding and teaching suggestions, the 

information itself might not be enough to achieve diverse teachers’ learning needs regarding 

PCK. Nevertheless, STS appears to make accessible to teachers valuable PCK accumulated by 

research about students’ learning in mathematics, which by itself is an important advance due to 

the research developed in this field not being sufficiently available for teachers and the 

classrooms (Stacey, 2013).   
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5.4 Limitations of this study evidenced from the findings 

The findings tried to provide meaningful answers to the research questions that guided this study. 

However, there are some emergent and additional limitations to those reported in Section 3.7 that 

are relevant to keep in mind in order to consider the scope of the findings. 

There are some constraints regarding the evidence gathered about teachers’ learning from the use 

of the STS for answering research question 3. One of these refers to the data gathered by a 

closed–ended question of the survey, which asked if the teacher had learnt something useful 

from the use of the ST. If the answer is affirmative, the teacher should choose between the 

options ‘valuable learning’ and ‘useful learning’, which is a distinction that does not provide 

clear information about the attributes of teachers’ learning. This learning is also referred to on 

the survey as a result of using ST, while the whole STS offers opportunities for answers to 

teaching. Additionally, there were few answers provided to the open-ended question that asked 

for details about this learning. Because of this, this question was retired from the survey during 

2012 (as reported in Section 4.4). Consequently, the gathered information is just a starting point 

for answering the research question devoted to inquiring into teachers’ learning. As noted in 

Section 3.7 it would be possible to obtain deeper information about teachers’ learning by 

conducting face-to-face interviews, as was planned at the beginning of this study.  

Regarding the data collected about changes in teaching practices linked to the use of the STS for 

answering research question 2, as it was reported in Section 4.3, 25% of teachers declared that 

they did not adjust their teaching plan as a result of the diagnostic information, while 14.8% did 

not provide an answer about this. The survey investigated the ways teachers have changed their 

teaching plans, but did not allow gathering information as to why a relevant percentage of 

teachers did not adjust their plans. It would be interesting to know the various explanations for 

this, which could include a confirmation of the teaching plan from the STS diagnosis to 

dismissing the diagnosis due to unknown reasons. This would especially be valuable information 

for the STS creators.  
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5.5 Recommendations 

The findings of this study lead to recommendations oriented to two audiences. Firstly, there are 

suggestions that could be considered by the STS creators in order to increase the benefits from its 

use by teachers. Secondly, comments for further research are presented in order to continue 

developing knowledge about the STS in particular, and about FA in a broad sense.  

5.5.1 Recommendations for the STS creators 

The evidence provided about some teachers’ concerns could be met by including additional 

information that further clarifies for teachers the approach adopted by the STS. As noted in 

Section 4.2.3, some teacher's doubts of the STS diagnosis refer to the possibility of correctly 

answering the ST items by guessing, while others seem confused about the scoring system 

utilized to classify students’ performance in the developmental stages of understanding. Teachers 

could be supported about these doubts by informing them about the assessment criteria utilized 

to both construct the ST and also for scoring student responses. This would include reporting the 

psychometric characteristics of the ST as complementary information that teachers could consult. 

In doing so, it would be possible to reduce teachers’ potential resistance to engage in the STS 

(see Section 2.3). 

In view of the STS intention of contributing to the improvement of teachers’ PCK, it would be 

relevant to consider extra support to help teachers to consolidate this learning linked to the use of 

this assessment. As explained in Section 2.4 and discussed in Section 5.3, the use of evidence 

from assessments to improve teaching practices would be mediated by the support of 

collaborative TPD processes, which can help teachers to put into practice suitable strategies and 

resources to attend the diverse students’ needs. The appreciation of knowing students’ 

misconceptions through the use of the STS reported by teachers, suggests that this PCK is highly 

valued by them, and could constitute a meaningful starting point for supporting teachers in 

putting into practice in classrooms the knowledge gained by using the STS.  
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5.5.2 Recommendations for further research 

There are some suggestions that can be stated from the limitations of this study that could be 

subject for further research. Greater in-depth information about teachers' learning from the use of 

the STS is required. This could be better grasped by achieving face-to-face interviews as a 

method of data collection. Additionally, the sample could include both teachers who wish to 

continue using the STS and those who do not, in order to gain an understanding not only about 

the positive experiences of teachers but also the obstacles and conditions that make some 

teachers decline to continue using the STS. In doing so, it would be possible to achieve more 

generalizable results. 

There are some other issues that emerge from the findings and discussion reported by this study 

that could also be considered for further research. The findings of this study suggest that the 

majority of teachers reported that they have adjusted their teaching practices by developing 

differentiated strategies to attend to students’ needs. However, it is not known how teachers 

assess their teaching adjustments from the use of the STS, and how these have an impact on 

students’ mathematics learning. Specifically, it would be relevant to know to what extent 

teachers consider that they have the suitable PCK to implement effective differentiated teaching 

strategies, what challenges they face on its implementations and what resources were available to 

do it. This evidence would contribute to recognize TPD needs regarding PCK, which is the 

beginning step to figuring out complementary strategies that support teachers to maximize the 

benefits from the use of the STS.  

Further research about the contribution of the STS on students’ learning would be relevant for 

increasing an understanding about FA. The STS offers a particular expression of FA information 

and practices that can be characterized in order to understand in what conditions and to what 

extent it impacts on students’ learning. This would include considering not only teachers’ points 

of view, but also those of students, evidence of their learning, and the register of adjustments to 

teaching practices. 
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APPENDIX A: An example of the STS 

Below are two of the four questions from the “Understanding angle” ST. 

 

 

Below are results from 2 students in a class and the information given to the teacher. 
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APPENDIX B: The survey used in the study 
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APPENDIX C: Specific test items that teachers commented on as hard to interpret 

by students  

ID Quiz Quiz name Teachers comments 

15 113 Understanding angles The one about the door 

17 191 Nets for solids the last question 

27 135 Order of operations Quiz A  Only times I was asked for assistance was when a student had a 

response that did not show. This happened when they worked 

right to left with division. 

31 548 Writing expressions using 

area rules 

I had concerns about identifying length and width, did the 

selection of sides effect results. 

33 789 Order of operations Quiz A students were confused about perfect squares as we had 

referred to them as squares during class 

42 652 Understanding decimals 

Quiz A  

The worded ones 

47 755 Not given Students needed to be told to read the statements like sentences 

from left to right. 

53 267 Writing and solving 

equations Quiz B  

Perimeter and area questions. Only due to them not reading all 

the information provided. 

59 1427 Volume litres quiz A Ones that required "estimation". They would not read the text 

of the question and simply look at the picture. 

62 873 Factors and multiples Quiz 

A 

some students struggled with the concept of a multiple/factor 

69 519 Formulating expressions 

Quiz A  

Students had problems in understanding what the pronumeral 

was and relation to the problem 

75 897 Factors and multiples Quiz 

A 

What the difference was between multiples and factors 

91 323 Multiplication and division 

with 1 and 0 Quiz A  

The question that said "9 = x X 0" was queried several times. 

Perhaps instead of "no number", the option should read 

something like "There is no possible answer" or "Impossible". 

96 1044 Factors and multiples Quiz 

A 

No questions about process, some students did not know the 

terms factor or multiple 

104 1284 Fractions - models and 

meanings quiz A 

1, 2, 3 and 5 

109 1181 Volume cubic measure quiz 

A 

Most of them. Students struggled with reconciling the title of 

the quiz - estimation without counting - and the process that 

they were using to estimate the answers. That being, they were 

counting depth, height and length and using multiplication. 

110 1183 Congruence and similarity Questions that required students to utilize proportional 

reasoning on shapes that were similar. 

116 1341 Percentage estimation Quiz 

A 

Comparisons of trees 

119 1425 Values for letters quiz B Both of the questions 

121 104 Fractions: models and 

meanings Quiz A  

cards that show three-quarters 

124 1374 Fractions - models and 

meanings quiz A 

Some students were unsure about placing fractions on the 

number line 
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131 1340 Area and perimeter basic 

concepts quiz A 

One student was a bit confused with the questions that had the 

extra pictures down the bottom of the screen showing what 

perimeter and area was.  He thought it was part of the question. 

140 1312 Fractions - models and 

meanings quiz B 

In the path and garden one, which segment was the question on 

141 125 Readiness for directed 

number Quiz A  

If they had to type a + or leave blank 

142 302 Writing and solving 

equations Quiz A  

The perimeter one 

144 1363 Understanding mean, 

median and mode 

the number of band 

151 1397 Fraction operations - 

concepts 

finding out 1/5 of a third was difficult at times 

152 1430 Expanding brackets - area 

model 

Students hadn't been taught expanding brackets using area, so 

they were confused initially. 

158 747 Addition facts Quiz A  The one about placing he cart on the ferris wheel 

159 1559 Linear equations - writing 

and solving 

Express answer as fraction or decimal 

160 1559 Linear equations - writing 

and solving 

Using the calculator for a fraction question 

174 65 Values for letters Quiz A  First Question 

195 542 Interpreting Bar Graphs  What is Australia's ranking? Students did not know what this 

term meant.  

Several of the comparison questions confused them. 

198 568 Probability - Simple 

outcome spaces Quiz A  

The question which asks why rolling a dice is considered 

random. The students often thought each answer was 

applicable. I myself struggle to explain which answer is 

correct. 

200 609 Choosing the multiplication 

and division operations 

Quiz A  

I am working with a student with Asperger's so reading and 

interpreting information is always tricky for him. 

206 611 Understanding decimals 

Quiz A  

The median question 

208 705 Division facts Quiz A  Fractions not clear enough for ESL 

210 789 Prime, composite and 

square numbers  

Some were not sure what a composite number was. 

214 722 Percentage type/difficulty  thermometer 

215 722 Understanding angle Quiz 

A  

Number patterns 

218 750 Understanding decimals 

Quiz A  

The "ferris wheel" - the wording is somewhat ambiguous. 

219 748 Addition facts Quiz A  Question involving rotation of "London Eye" 

225 888 Fractions: models and 

meanings Quiz A  

number line and first question were the only ones I was asked 

about 

228 892 Fraction operations - 

concepts Quiz A  

Putting numbers in spaces to produce answers near 1 

247 1012 Understanding decimals 

Quiz A 

Just what to do in general, mainly because they hadn't read the 

instructions clearly- their fault not the tests! 

241 1053 Nets for solids Quiz A ants and nets - they skip the initial text and turn straight to the 

question.  Would be better if the explanation was on one page, 
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and the questions on the next one. 

242  Probability - Simple 

outcome spaces Quiz A 

Item ID 2277 - a number of students did not follow the 

instructions so perhaps this item could be restructured some 

way to force students to answer each question? 
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APPENDIX D: Additional test items suggested by teachers 

ID Quiz Quiz name Teachers comments 

8 204 Fractions - models and 

meanings quiz A 

Another question explicitly focussing on equivalence 

14 93 Understanding decimals quiz 

A 

perhaps testing a greater variety of decimal skills. Such as 

addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, multiplying and 

dividing by factors of 10 

16 113 Understanding decimals quiz 

B 

angles on parallel lines 

17 191 Nets for solids more geometry 

20 182 Types and difficulties of 

percentage calculations  

Not really sure, but a more varied approach with maybe some 

straight "facts and skills" type questions as well as some of the 

analysis might be good. 

35 512 Area and perimeter basic 

concepts quiz A 

surface area questions and relationships between Volume and 

capacity 

61 865 Understanding decimals quiz 

A 

Decimals and algebra. 

71 164 Pythagoras - readiness  Perhaps a question relating to their knowledge of right angled 

triangles could also be useful. 

72 891 Understanding angles Quiz 

A 

Maybe some supplementary and complementary stuff or angle 

position stuff (alternate, corresponding etc). I also think it 

would be worth making a test for year 9/10 students involving 

bearings. 

75 897 Factors and multiples Quiz 

A 

one more question on factors 

103 1284 Fractions - models and 

meanings quiz A 

Questions were worthwhile but I think less to do for each 

question item. 

109 1181 Volume cubic measure quiz 

A 

Questions where the answers were smaller - less than 100, for 

example. This would enable me to get a better indication of the 

students ability to estimate - as opposed to pulling an number 

out of thin air. 

116 1341 Percentage estimation Quiz 

A 

Estimation of percentages of discrete quantities 

119 1425 Values for letters quiz B I felt this quiz could use a wider variety of questions to be able 

to see a wider spread of Stages.  I had several students who 

were Stage 0, and there is no description for Stage 0.  Also I 

think there needs to be more than 2 questions to see if a student 

is generalising. 

120 1255 From chance and data. I 

don't know which. 

1. More topics so I can use it on Extended students (capabilities 

beyond yr 10). 

2. Perhaps longer? 

126 71 Factors and multiples Quiz 

B  

may be HCF and LCM or a separate quiz. 

134 1286 Understanding decimals quiz 

A 

multiplying/dividing by decimals less than one 

135 1264 Linear equations - writing 

and solving 

fractional algebra 
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136 1367 Understanding decimals quiz 

A 

use of the 4 operations with decimals 

144 1363 Understanding mean, median 

and mode 

a few more questions for the higher end questions 

158 747 Addition facts Quiz A  Angles in parallel lines, vertically opposite, straight angles etc, 

labeling angles 

167 60 Understanding angle Quiz A  I thought it could have been a bit longer. 

173 64 Writing and solving 

equations Quiz A  

It would be insightful to know how the test items are used to 

diagnose the standards as well as the misconceptions. 

174 65 Values for letters Quiz A  possible misconceptions on the concept. 

198 568 Probability - Simple 

outcome spaces Quiz A  

A question which clearly addresses misconception C. 

206 611 Understanding decimals 

Quiz A  

Range 

208 705 Division facts Quiz A  Harder addition 

211 818 Readiness for directed 

number Quiz A  

Adding and subtracting positive and negative numbers 

215 722 Understanding angle Quiz A  A presentation following the quiz explains how to achieve 

correct results. 

217 729 Understanding angle Quiz A  First time user, but I'd like to have deeper information on the 

results, and a breakdown of the questions into the groupings. 

231 837 Writing expressions 

involving multiplication, 

addition and subtraction 

Quiz A  

Fractional ideas 

228 892 Fraction operations - 

concepts Quiz A  

basic addition and subtractions 

233 916 Multiplication facts (tables) 

Quiz A  

more graphics to make it a little more interesting for the 

students. 

240 1052 Factors and multiples Quiz 

A 

would be nice to ask each question twice - quiz a little short 
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APPENDIX E: Teacher suggestions for additional ST 

ID Quiz Quiz name Teachers comments 

17 32 Understanding angles This test would probably be more appropriate for yr 6 or 7 than 

for yr 8. 

26 187 Readiness for operations 

with directed number Quiz A 

It is difficult to use the test to inform teaching when there is a 

short period of time in which to cover the entire topic of 

negative numbers. It could be useful in a more introductory 

topic, perhaps in year 6 or 7 where you spend more time on 

introducing the idea of negative numbers and don't have to rush 

on to operations etc. 

53 756 Values for letters Quiz A every maths topic!! 

61 891 Understanding angles Quiz 

A 

Bearings 

59 913 Area and perimeter basic 

concepts quiz A 

Calculus 

64 993 Addition facts Quiz A More addition. 

91 1125 Understanding angles Quiz 

A 

Everything! I would like to be contacted if there is any way that 

I can contribute to the further construction of this site.  

99 1225 Readiness for Pythagoras' 

theorem 

All the year 9 topics. It's a great starter activity. 

139 1255 From chance and data. I 

don't know which. 

Quadratic graphs!! 

133 1430 Expanding brackets - area 

model 

Expansion and Factorisation 

170 1563 Linear equations - writing 

and solving 

Data 

172 1576 Factors and multiples Quiz B Ratios 

221 542 Interpreting Bar Graphs  A quiz that determines students conceptual knowledge on a 

number of topics (not just one at a time). 

219 568 Probability - Simple 

outcome spaces Quiz A  

Decimals and Fractions 

263 892 Fraction operations - 

concepts Quiz A  

Basis of fraction addition and subtraction 

275 894 Fractions: models and 

meanings Quiz A  

Measurement, algebra, percentages, ratios, geometry 

267 916 Multiplication facts (tables) 

Quiz A  

Multiplication concepts 

276 947 Understanding decimals 

Quiz A  

Basic Algebra manipulation skills 
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